En( Annual Ptlsty Duncan Seminar
4vlf Tvurnfiment
S ~ PAntvniv,
L
Texas

June 4,144f
5 hvtqun start 2 0 0 p.m.

1 100 Bitters Road
San Antonio, Texas 78216

Format:
Four person Florida Scramble.
Teams made as requested and handicapped by
the tournament committee. Prizes will be
awarded to the low pass scoring team and the
low net scoring team, as well as for longest
drive, shortest drive, closest to the hole, etc.
Entry Fee: $86.00. Entry forms must be submitted to Dan Hurley, I703
Avenue K, Lubbock, Texas 79401 or faxed to (806) 763-0644 by May 29,1998.
Entry fees should be mailed to TCDLA, Rusty Duncan Golf Tournament, 60C
West 13th Street, Austin, Texas 78701.
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I

,Name:
-.
!Phone:
,
Fax:
I Address:
I
ICity:
~andica~*:
'Home
Course (handicap verification):
1
I
I

* Tournament commiltee will adjust any sandbaggers

:Return by May 29, 1998 to Dan Hurley at the address above.
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Voicefor thE Defense (ISSN 0364-2232) is
published monthly, except for January1
February and JulyIAugust, which are
bimoathly, by the Texas Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association Inc., 600 West 13*
Swat, Austin, Tanss 78701. Printed in the
USA. Basic subscriptionrate: $36 per year
when received as a benefit of TCDLA
membership. Nan-member subscriptions:
$75 anoually. Periodicals Postage Paid at
Austin, Texas. POSTMASTER: Send
sddresschanges to Voicefor the Defense, 6W
West 13* Stceet,Austib, Texas78701. Voice
fortheDefenseis publishedtoeducate,ttain
and support attorneys in the practice of
criminal defense law.
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e stands ready to assist members throughout the state whenever
attacked for vigorously representing their clients, cited for conshould call the Task Force chair, Bob

Hinton, at 214219-9300, for
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President's Message

Vox Populi
0

.'.

ne of our Association's most important and must ambitious undertakingsis our legislative effort. In
odd numbered years for one hundred and
foay days, life liberty and property is
placed in immediate peril by the legislantre. Withafew "ayes" andtoofew "neys"
important individual rights can be swept
away like sand with the waves.
There are the usual favorite issues targeted by prosecution oriented legislators:
admissibility of oralconfessions, abolition
of the accomplice witness rule, 'Yederalization" of the statutory exclnsionary rule.
Every legisla,tive sewion also sees its own
"crime de jwr"andG'casede jour " Bills
are introduced to deal harshly with a particular category of offense because an expecially notorious crime has occurred
stimulating public outcry for a legislative
response. Other bills are introduced to
overturn appellate cases which reversed a
case because a judge or prosecutor some
where didn't follow the law. By removing
suchpeslcythings as blackletterprocedural
rules the legislature helps to make sure that
the desired result is achieved without emhamassing and costly retrials. Of course,
there will be the continued effort to pass
more legislation to deal with the offense
of Driving While Intoxicated.
Every session our task gets more d B cult We are faced with opposition by more
and more lobbyists from the ranks of District Attorney's Offices from the larger cities. We counter this effort with a volunteer group of lawyers led by our one paid
lobbyist, Keith Hampton, who donate their
time and considerable effort to get our
viewpoint a e m to the members. Given
the scant resources we have to devote to
the effort, we have been very successful in
stopping what in some years seems like a
runaway train of bad legislation.
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The A d ~ asksn for the help of all
its members in this effort. There is a lot to
be done and itsnot too early to be thinking
about the next session. It is important that
your local state representative or senator
hear h m you concerning criminal justice
legislation. We want legislators to know
that there is another point of view besides
that of the prosecutors and other groups
seeking to S i t the tights of individuals.
If you know your representative of senator personally, let him or her know that you
will be in contact d h g the session to
express your view on criminal justice legislation. We will bemaking an effortcloser
to the beginning of the session to identify
which of our members have the ear of
members of the legislature so that we can
coordinate an effort to contact them in&vidually on important legislation.
It is also not too early to begin thinking
about legislation that TCDLAshould sup
port as part of our affirmativeagenda. In
past years we have received a good deal
of input from our membership as to what
specific issues we should address with legislation proposed by the Association. Our
members should contact Keith Hampton
with their ideas. We will endeavor to interest a legislator with the proposed laws
in an attempt to gain a sponsor.
Our Legislative Committee will be regrouping shortly after Kent Schaffertakes
office as President in June. The Committee conducts planning meetings well before the session begins. During the session the Committee meets at lea@once a
weekin Austin, to review pending legislation. In these meetings we formulate our
position on each piece of criminal justice
legislation and decide a strategy for dealing with the bill. The committee may decide to ouhight oppose legislation or to
work for amendments that make it more

By E.G."Gerry" Morris

acceptable. Decisions are also made as to
who will appear at committee hearings to
present TCDLA's view or what other action will be taken to voice our position on
the proposed legislation. Often we call on
our members around the state to come to
Austin and give testimony before a committee on apiece of legislation or visitwith
key legislators.
The TCDLA Legislative Committee
provides an excellent Opporhlnity for our
members to get involved in our Association 's work. The Committee's activities
directly impact our members' practices
evetyday as well as the degree of liberty
enjoyed by the citizens of our state. I urge
our membss to become involved. If you
are interested in lending a hand, contact
Keith Hampton in Austin and tell him
you're willing to work. db

Let the power of
T C D L A ' you
~ ~ ~ ~
SAVEonyour
company's long
distance bill!
BENEF

BENEF

Thanks to TCDLA's group buying power, you
are automatically entitled to significant discounts on your company's long distance expenditures.
The TCDLA Long Distance Member Benefit
Program offers access to discounted rates for
all TCDLA members.
Enjoy Guaranteed Flat Rate Pricing; Significantly Lower Rates; and Unprecedented Personalized Service.

<

Please send me the money-savingdetails
about the TCDLA Long Distance Program1
Name
Company Name
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In my opinion:

By Swunnr Donovan

B

.

eing the new kid on the block
(and one remains a "new idd"for
at least a year in a job like tbis)
hasits advantages, and disadvantages. The
pluses are that everythingIS new?and notb
ing is s d . The downsides are that merything is new to you, and &ere are no
rules to follow 'cause no one ever ?rote
down the traditions-and you've got to
juggle multiple expectations about how
things should be done in the fmt place.
Let's just say it takes a whole lot of patience and humility to be the new kid with
any kind of equanimity.
Take CTAIfor instance, what those-inthe-how call simply 'HuntsvilIef. I was
fortunate enongh to attendthe 2 F Criminal Tn'alAdvocacy Institutein Huntsville,
and spent my time soaking up as mncb as
I could about bow it's organized, tangbt,
and received by the various parties. Every
attorney with 10 orless trials under her belt
should be able to attend such a program,
and CDLP should be considering organizing mini-intensive clinics for defense attorneys with more trial experience. There
is nothing quitelikea one-on-onecritique,
in a learning environment, ta deepen one's
skills in a field like trial advocacy. Still,
this extraordinary program needs some
fine-tuning and attention by our most experienced attorneys.
I want to hear from faculty and students
who attended this year's program, as well
as those members who have benefitedfrom
attending over the year-what adjustments need to happen to make the Hnntsville Institute even better? Do we need to
tighten up the program; change the problem; shorten the Institute to four work
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days? How can we make sure there are
enough instructorsthroughout the week?
This new kid is taking this opportunity
to solicit your ideas, not only about CTAI
but h ~ w
our other programs can be improved. Please take a moment to think
about the questions on the program questionnaire on the next page-copy and fill
out the coupon provided or simply jot
down your ideas and send or fax them to
me at the Austin office. I can't promise
every idea will be used but every one will
be seriously considered.

News to Note
Register now for the Rusty Duncan
seminar, annual membership meeting and
party June 4-6 in San Antonio a t the
Mmriott Riverwalk. The hotel cut-off is
May 13. Early course registration is a deal
at $275 for members of TCDLAand $325
fm non-membereue May 29. (At the
door course registration goes up to $300
for members; $350 for non-members.)
Please remember that the cost of registration includes o n e t i c h to the Friday paay;
additiond tickets are $25.
It's afull15 hours of CLE, with speakers such as Judy Clarke from Washington,
Richard Anderson on ethics, an Internet
tutorial withE.X Martin and Bill Allison,
%nd more. Note the ads in this issue for
several serviceproviders that will be at
Rusty Duncan this year to disc= products yon can buy, as well as the piece by
FRIENDS of TCDLA announcingits auction Friday night at the Membership P W .
Bly SmthwestAirlinesnsingID Codes3548
and you get a 10% discount on airfare.

The National Institute for Trial Advocacy (N1TA)isplanning aone-day seminar, "Dkcovering the Secrets of Effective
Depositions,"July 10at the Hyatt Regency
in Houston. Peter Hoffman, author of The
Effective Deposition: Techniques and
Strategies that Work, will lecture, demoustrate andlead exercises with participants.
The program costs $225--call NITA at 1800-225-6482 to enroll and for additional
information.
The Criminal Defense Lawyers
Project is planning a two-day CLE program on new rnles of evidence, July 16 &
17, at South Padre Island. Watch the
VOICE and for a brochure for details.
The National Clearinghouse for the
Defense of Battered Women in Phdadelphia provides services and information to
defense attorneys, expert witnesses and
advocates for battered women defendants.
They offer a valuable resource for just
$I& "The Validity and Use of Evidence
Concerning Battering and Its Effects in
Criminal Trials," a 194-page report pmduced by the National Institute of Justice
and other federal agencies. The report contains threesections: 1)Validity of 'Battered
Woman Syndrome' in Criminal Cases Involving Battered Women; 2) Trend Analysis: Expea Testimony onBattering and Its
Effects on Criminal Cases; and 3) impact
of Evidence Concerning Battering and Its
Effects in Cljminal Trials Involving Battered Women. Contact NCDBW at 125 S.
9" Street, Suite 302, Philadelphia, PA.
19107. h

PROGRAM QUESTIONNAIRE
ALL MEMBERS INVITED TO COMMENT
Attn: Suzanne Donovan,
TCDLA (fax: 512-469-9107)
1. Prior~tizethe following 4 categories of programs from 1-4 (1is most valuable)
You would like TCDLA and CDLP to emphasize:
Specialty courses (DWI, Defending Child Abuse cases, state habeas etc.);
please specify:
- Trial shills course (basics, advanced);
please specify any particular sldlls to focus on:
Trial advocacy (like CTAI, in Huntsville)
Clinics on practical topics (legal research on-line; how to run a successful small practice);
please offer ideas:

-

2. If seminars were audiotaped, would you purchase the tapes? For How much?
- Yes - No -If yes, cost?
3. Most seminars are offered Thursday and Friday.

Is that format

- Too long

- Too short

- Just right?

Would you attend a Friday and Saturday course?
How about an all-day Saturday CLE?

- Yes

- Yes -No

- No

4. What type of material would make you want to attend an aU-day clinic'?

5. If you have attended the week-long CTAI program in Huntsville:

What year?

Would you recommend it to other less-experiencedattorneys?
Was it -too long or -just right?
Do we need to have two or three instructors per group of 10 students?
Would you attend a three-day version fur experienced attorneys; how would you structure it (include number of
instructors per small group)?
6. Tell us what CLE programs you've attended in the last year OTHER THAN those sponsored by TCDLA or CDLP:

7. Describe the types of CLE programs you think TCDLA and CDLP should be offering:

8. In what cities, or regions?

,

9. What can we do to improve our CLE offerings?

g
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NO. 988888
THE STATE OF TEXAS

5
§

v.

STAN MANN

5
5
5

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
PUNISHMENT COUNTY,
TEXAS
277THJUDICIAL DISTRICT

DI&]FENI)IAwr@
REQUESTEDJURYINSTRUCTIONSATPURESAMBNT

ToTHC JUDGEOR 5 0 C~~
COMES NQW*STAN W,Dehdamt in the above n u m W and styled oause,by

and tlnoq& fris aatorney, E;alPI 5. HAMP1*ON, &d he w d d request that the court give
following instruction totha jury mtheissue of pnnishrnent:

ASthe factfhder on the punishment to b~ be&

in tfiiscause, you have been vested
with wide diwwtion by the Legislablre. WitRout Hempling to litait your diswtion
but rather to help you in the exembe of yow d i d o n , &e pnnkhmt range fwthe
offense ofaggravatedmual assaultis 5 fa99 years or life in the Texas D e p m m t o f
CkimW JMe,btihtticmal Division.

You are tiuther insaucted tbatif there Fs any w h o n y Before you m fhirpcase r@ing the defendant's. havhg rommitted offenses b t b r than the offense &eg@ against
him in the indictmentm thb case, you aannolconsider midtestimony f
a auy parpose
unless you find atlPl beIieve beyond rt re~~onab1e
doubt @@
I hat thefendq~tacmally
Q
~
such 0 M
t h affewm, if any wcm committed, and even then you may only
consider &e slap* in determming whether to m a e n d to %he Court W rhe defendant be givensupe~*sim
intbiscaw, andyou shall not ~ ~ R s i dmy
e f sriah testintons if
any, for any other pmpclse.

COUNTY JAIL TIME AS A CONDITION OF PROBATION '
This Court may impose, among the other conditions of supervision upon the defendant
nfi
if you grant the defendant supervision, that the defendant submit to aperiod of co ne
ment in a county jail not to exceed 180 days.

f6
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TREATMENT FOR SEX OFFENDERS '
In addition to other conditions of probation, thiscourt may also arderthedefeudant to
be placed into an in-patient treatment facility for sex offenders for a period of iime
which the Court deems appropriate.

This Cowt shall require the defendant, if placed on community supervision, to attend
psychological counseling sessions for sex offenders with an individual or organization
which p r h e s sex offeider treatment or counseling as specified by or &roved by
this Court or the community supervision and eorrectious department officer supervising the defendant.
A community supervision and correctiom department officer who spec& a sex offender treatment provider to provide counseling to a defendant shall contact the provider before the defendant is released, establish the date, time, and place of the first
session bettveeu the defendant and the provider, and request the provider to immediaiely notify the officer if the defendant fails to ammd the first session or any subs*
quent scheduled session.

PERIOD OF SUPERVISION '

The minimum period of community supenision for this offense i$five years and the
maximum period of superviaion is 10 years. This Court can extend the defendant's
supervision atlother 10 years if the defendant has not mfficiently demonstrateda commitment to avoid future criminal behavior, and would be a danger to the public if
released from supe~v~kion.
This Court may extend supervision for a period not to exceed 20 years.
You rn further instmcted that the Court in its disaetion may also stack probationary
periods, that is, order that they be served consex:utivelyrather than ~ o n m m t l y . ~

VI.
CASTRATION
The Defendant may also volunteer for castration.

SEX OFFENDER REGISTRATION6
The defendant will be required 6 register with the local law enforcement authority as a sex offender for 10 years after the date on which he dischargescommunity supervision. If he is determined to be a violent sex offender, he will be
required to register as a sex offender for the remainder of his natural life.
The local law enforcement will notify the Department of Public Safety and the
superintendent of the public school district and the administrator of any private

primary or secondary school located in the public school district any ififofmation the authority determines is nscessary to protect the public-.
This Court will ensure that the prerelease notificatian and &tsation
menu are condnoted on the day of e n w g the orrier or sentenciag.

rquire-

vm.
CHILD SAFETY ZONES7
This Court shall establish a child safety m e applicable to the defendant by requiring
as a condition of community supewkion that the defendant not supervise or participate in any p r o w that $ctudes as participants or recipients persons who are 17
years of age or younger and that regularly provides athletic, civic, or cultural activities, or go in, on, or within a distance specified by the judge of a premises where
children commonly gather, including a school, day-care facility, playground, public or
private youth center, puhlio swimming pool, or video arcade facility, and attend psychological counseling sessions for sex offenders with an individual or organization
which provides sex oeender treatment or counseling as specified by or approved by
the judge or the community supervision and corrections department officer supervising the defendant.

BASIC CONDITIONS OF COMMUNITY SUPERVISION8
This Court may, at any time, during the period of commumty supervision alter or
modify the condtions. The judge may impose any reasonable condition that is &signed to protect or restore the community, protect or restore the victim, or punish,
rehabilitate, or reform the defendant.

WHEREPORE, PRL?MISESCOIrBSIDeRea,Defendant praysthat thejury beso inshucted
L

this w e .

RErnS.HAMPTON
Austin, Texas

END NOTES
'McIa42.12 '12

ArticIc42.12'12(0: Ctov't Code
'501.061. But pee Amde 37.W,1
(pmof thh defcnllanr plws to
lrodcrgo eastration is prohibited).
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Keith Hampron is the
Legislative Chair for
the Texas Criminal
D&nse Lmvyers Association. H e is
Board-Certified in
Criminal Law, Fellow
of the Texas Ear Foun&on, and aformer briefing attorneyfor
the Honorable Judge Sam Houston
Clinton. He writes frequeirtly about legal
issues. he also wmte or co-wrote fhz amicus briefs on behalf of TCDLA in
Crittendon v. State, 899 S.W.2d 688
(TexCrimApp.1995) and Clewis v. State,
922 S.W 2d 126 (Tex. Crim.App.1996)

FRIENDS TURNS TEN
0

nce upon a time (December 1987), a visionary named
&&Evans invited six women to meet in Austin during
a TCDLA Board meeting to discuss the possibility of
formlng an "auxiliary" group to support TCDLA. Its purpose? It
would provlde a support group for women 1) to share common
experiences about living and workmg w ~ t hcriminal defense attorneys, parhcularly dunng trial, and 2) to support TCDLA in
phdanthropic and educational activities. Besides, it could be fun.
k t a asked Theresa Mallett to write the by-laws and then selected the name:"FRIENDS of TCDLA." Terry Goranson and
Joan Weinberg were in charge of membership. Betty Kearney
and Rita Evans developed some initial projects and programs.
Marilyn Caperton deslgned the logo and Ann Meyer created the
budget (interesting job since initially there was no money). The
first official slate was: Theresa
Mallett, President; &ta Evans,
Vice-president; Betty Kearney,
Secretary; and Ann Meyer, Treasurer.
At the next TCDLA Board
meeting in New Orleans in February of 1988, five new members
were added: Michelle Bires,
Casey Bratton, Nancy Shaffer,
Carolyn Turner and Ilene
Zimmetman. TheTCDLABoard
approved FRIENDS' logo,
by-laws and association with
TCDLA. Thus "FRIENDS of
TCDLA" was officially born.
FRIENDS wasted no time in
working on its purpose. At the
first annual meeting and auction,
FRIENDS rased $5,000 to help
endow the Richard Thornton
Scholarship Fund for a University of Texas student headed for
a criminal defense attorney career. FRIENDS membership
mushroomed to 27 women at that meeting.
The next project FRIENDS tackled was to assist in retiring
the mortgage on TCDLA's building in Austin. They began selling doughnuts, fruit and snack items at TCDLA seminars. Their
fund raising efforts were dedicated to the memory of Mr. Buddy
Dlcken of Sherman that second year, and over $10,000 was raised
to help pay off the building debt.
Since that time, FRIENDS of TCDLA has continued to expand its fund raising activities and its membership. Currently,
FRIENDS boasts 57 rostermembers and 8 officers anddirectors.
Current Board officers are: Paula Macbey, President: Debbie
Daniel, Vice President; Lois Wkcbkaemper, Secretary; and Joan
Weinberg, permanent Treasurer. Directors for this year are Gin-

ger Hurley, AnnaPresse, BelindaLerma, andLorl Looney Other
past Presidents include Claudia Hinton, Linda Wischkaemper,
Jeanie Gibson, Laqueta Holmes, Jane Underwood,Teny Goranson,
Betty Kearney, and Rita Evans.
FRIENDS holds three meetmgs a year during TCDLA seminars in September, March and June. They meet at 10:OO am. Saturday during TCDLA Board meetmgs. The semmar sales items
have now expanded to T-shirts, caps, denim shirts, bell buckles,
koozie cups, watches, lapel pins and fanny packs. FRIENDS also
conducts an auction and raffle at the annual TCDLA memhership party held during the Rusty Duncan Advanced Criminal Law
Short Course in San Antonio each year Funds rased by FRIENDS
are primarily used for scholarships for young lawyers lo attend
TCDLA seminars and for decoration for the annual TCDLA
membership party in June.
FRIENDS has awarded
lifetime memberships to Rita
Evans, Theresa Mallett and
Joan Weinberg for outstanding
service. Claudia Hinton and
Terry Goranson deserve special recognitionfor their many
years of constant service including, but not limited to
heading the scholarship selection committee and nominating
committees, and doing the
lion's share of decorating for
the TCDLA Membership
Party, as well as buying merchandise for the sales inventory. Also, Sue Bennett Jett has
generously donated original art
designs for T-shirts and original art work for the auctions.
Many others too numerous to
mention, have contributed
generously of their time and
resources
What does FRIENDS of TCDLA have to do with you? If you
are a lawyer who attends any of the TCDLA seminars, save thls
article for your "significant other," and pay her or hls dues. She
will receive a newsletter three times a year, detaihng the upcoming FRIENDS meetings, bemore excited about attendmg the seuunar with you and once there, meet other women who share common interests and generally just enjoy being together. And by the
way, don't forget to bring extra money to the seminar to buy
FRIENDS' merchandise during the breaks and for auction Items
at the TCDLA annual membership party in June.
The next ten years? Who knows? One thing 1s for sure FRIENDS is here to stay! A'b
By Debbie Daniel
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A Trap for the Un
Criminal Defense

BY
Donna Colthaq
and
Regina Stone-Harris

T
'

-

heTexas Court of C r i m i d Appeals
indicated in Heihnan v. State, 815
S.W.2d 681,690 (Tex. a i m . App.
1991), that the Texas Constitution can, in
some instances, afford a criminal defendant more protection than does the United
States Constitution.If thete was ever a time
for criminal defense attorneys to explore
this protdon, that time is marked by the
arrival of the new rules of appellate procedure. Because the new rules change the
way renewing courts wiIl conduct harm
analysis for error committed in criminal
trials, the rules have made it more difficult
to obtain a new trial through the appellate
process.
Under the old rules of appellate proce
dux, harm analysis was conducted under
Rule 81(b)(2). That rule required the reviewing court to reverse a criminal judgment unless it found beyond a reasonable
doubt that an error did not contribute to
the defendant's conviction or punishment
Although this rule did not impose an easy
burden for a convicted defendant, Rule
81@)(2) frequently led reviewing c o r n
to reverse and remand. But under the new
rule, reviewing courts will reverse and remand less often. To the extent that thenew
rule reduces the number of unnecessary
new trials, held on the basis of technical
rather than substantive error, this effect is
a good thing. However, the new rule may
result in perfunctory review that misses or
ignores harmful emr. Such perfunctory
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review is made possible by the structure
and hnprecise language of the new rule.

The New Rule
The new rules of appellate procedure
replaced Rule 81(b)(2) with Rule 44.2.
Unlike Rule 81(b)(2), Rule 44.2bifmates
harm analysis. The new rule sets out two
standards for conducting harm analysisone for constitutional error and another for
uon-constitutional error.
Subsection (a) of the new rule specifies
the standard of review for constitutional
error that is subject to harmless error r e
view. This subsectionis applied when areviewing court detednes that an error resulted in a constitutionalviolation that requires harmless error review. Presumably,
some constitutional error still mandates
reversal, without consideration of harm.
For all other constitutional error, the standard for reversal remains essentially the
same as ir was under the old rule. That is,
the reviewing court will reverse a conviction or punishment unless it conclu&s beyond a reasonable doubt that the error did
not contributeto the conviction or punishment. The rule places the burden on the
State to show why the error did not contribute to the defendant's conviction or
punishment, and the State must meet its
burden beyond a reasonable doubt
In contrast, subsection (b) specifies the
standard for reviewing all other error. This
subsec'tion instructs a reviewing court to

disregard a non-constitutional error that
does not affect the "substantial rights" of
the defendant. Under this standard, the
convicted defendant bears the burden of
showing hm-that is, he must show that
his substantial rights were adversely affected to such a degree that a new trial is
tequrred. The rule, however, does not define what constitutes a substantial right.
Nor does the rule specify how areviewing
court should go about making such a determination.
Although the rule itself does not explain
how it is to operate, a comment to subsection (b) indicates that this part of Rule442
was modeled on the federal rule for conducting harm analysis for non-constitutional error. Federal c a m have interpreted
the rule to mean that the reviewing court
must a f f i i when it concludes that anonconstitutional error didnot affect thejury's
verdict or only slightly affected the jury's
verdict. Applying this guidance to Rule
44.2(b), then, reviewing courts will disregard errors that did not affect the substantial rights of the defendant, or only slightly
affected the substantidrights of the defeudaut. As a result, subsection (a) provides
the more favorable review standard.
At fist glance, the impact of this newly
bifurcated rule on criminal defendants 1s
not apparent After all, the most serious
erors still require the State to show beyond a reasonable doubt that no harm occurred. But closer inspection reveals traps

forthe unwary defense attorney-traps that
can deprive a convicted defendant of a new
trial, despite prejudicial trial errors.

Trap One: Preserving Error
The greatest challenge to defense attorneys under the new appellate rules is to
find a way to take advantage of the more
favorable standard of review nrovided bv
subsection (a). The first step in this process 1s to aaiculate an objection at trial on
constitutional grounds. The need for an
objection on constitutional grounds cannot be over-emphasized.Althoughthenew
rules of appellate procedure changed the
way reviewing courts will conduct harm
analysis, the new rules did not change the
requirements for preserving error on appeal. A defendant must still object at trial
by stating a specific objection, and must
obtain a ruling in order to preserve error.
Unless the defense attorney states a constitutional ground as the basis for the objection, she may waive her client's opportunity to obtain the more favorable review
on appeal under subsection (a). As a result, failure to object on constitutional
grounds is the first trap in Rule 44.2. Conslder how easily adefense attorney can fall
Into this trap when objecting to the admission of the State's evidence.
A defense attorney seeking to exclude
irrelevant evidence typically objects on the
grounds that the admission wouId violate
Rule402 of the rules of criminal evidence.
Thu objection is appropriate because the
rules of criminal evidence are based on the
fundamental principle of due process. That
is, the rules attempt to ensure the defendant receives due process of law by excluding evidence that is irrelevant to the
prosecutedoffense,as well as relevant evidence that is unfairly prejudicial. Because
the evidentiary rules are based on this fundamental principle, defense attorneys rely
on the rules of evidence to ensure their clients receive a fair trial. Therein lies a trap
for an attornev who is not aware of the effects of the new nde.
If,in spite of an objection based on the
rules of criminal evidence, the trial court,
admits irrelevant ev~dence,the rules are
violated and non-constitutional error results. But depending upon the nature of the
evidence, the defendant may be forced to
defend himself against conduct other than
that for whlch he is being prosecuted, and
as a result, be denied due process. Nevertheless, objecting on the basis of the rules

of evidence alone may result in a reviewing court determining that only non-constitutional error occurred and effectively
foreclose the possibility of more favorable
review. Thus, to properly preserve the error under the new rules of appellate procedure, the defense attorney should object on
the grounds that admission of the evidence
violated the rules of criminal evidence and
that the admission violated her client'srighl
to due process.

new rule is failing to prove constitutional
error.
Proving constitutional error can be a
daunting task for even an experienced attorney. But even when the trial attorney
failed to object on constitutional grounds,
the appellate attorney should argue on appeal that aruling resulted in constitutioiml
error where the ruling denied the defendant a constitutional protection. Although
an unforgiving revlewlng court may determine that the defendant waived his constitutional error, a recent decision by the
Court of Criminal Appeals indicates some
members of the court recognize the trap
with tbis aspect of the rule, and mghtposthe Texas
sibly apply subsection (a) when a constitutional right is merely impltcated.
In Wilbzm v. State, the Texas Court of
Criminal Appeals considered whether a
defendant was denied due process when
the trial court denied his motion for leave
to file for expert assistance ex parte. The
constitutional right of an indigent defendant to a court-appointed expert for the
particular circumstances was undisputedin
the case. The disputed issue was whether
the defendant was entitled to demons ate
his need for an expert ex parte. In determining that a defendant has a right to an
ex pate hearing, the court explained that
a defendant must often reveal his defensive theories and describe with specificity
how an expert will assist him in malung
the preliminary showmg required for a
court-appointed expert. As a result, the
courtexplained, the defendant must choose
between foregoing the appointment of an
expert or disclosing his defense to thestate.
The choice, then, denies an indigent deprocedure.
fendant a basic tool in preparing an adequate defense and violates due process, a
constitutional right.
After determining that an indigent defendant has a right to an ex parte hearing,
Trap 'Itvo: Demonstrating
the court then considered whether harm
Error
occurred by applying subsection (a) of
Even if a defense attorney
tr
- obiects on Rule 44.2, which detalls analysis for conconstitutional grounds at trial, the appel- stitutional error, and determined that the
late attorney must still prove up a consti- error did not contribute to the defendant's
tutional error to receive the more favor- conviction. Even though the court deterable review. Claiming on appeal that acon- mined that no harm occurred during the
stitutional right is implicated by a trial er- fvststage of trial, Justice KelIer cnticlzed
ror will not be sufficient, because only an the majority for applying subsection (a).
actual constitutional error invokes subsec- According to Justice Keller, the failure to
tlon (a). The appellate attorney must dem- grant an ex parte hearing was not constituonstrate that actual error occurred, or be tional error, because the trlal court ultileft with a r g h g harmful error under sub- mately appointed an expert for the defensection (b). Thus, the second trap in the dant. Thus, Justice Keller would have ap.

...
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affected? Collapsing these two questions
into one can result in perfunctory, rather
than careful, review, and it can hide or even
pre-empt careful scrutiny of the right at
issue. Even the United States Supreme
Court, in Kotfeakos v. UnitedStates,in articulatingthe harmless error standard, identified the substantial right at issue. Subse
quent courts, both state and federal, have
not been so careful. The appellate attorTrap Three: Substantial
ney can prevent perfunctory review by
Rights
If, despite a good argument, the attor- developing arguments that direct the reney does not convince the appellate court
that review under subsection (a) is warranted, shemust contendwith the traps and
ambiguities of subsection (b). Because
subsection (b) focuses on the "substantial
rights" of the defendant, the appellate attorney must demonstrate the "substantiveness" of the defendant's rights to get any
review at all. If a reviewing court determines that an error implicates a right that
1s less than substantial, the court's inquiry
lnto harm under either subsection simply
ends. Thus, failing to articulate "substantiveness" is anofher trap in the new rule
that can jeopardize a client's chances for a
new trial. The consequences of this failure
can be seen in the way reviewing courts
have applied subsection (b) thus far.
Perhaps because little exists in Texas
law to define "substantiveness,"many of
the courts of appeals have failed to specify
what substantial rights wereimplicated by
trial error in their applications of subsection (b). Instead, the courts, relying on federal case law, wfil merely ask whether the
error adversely affected the jury's verdict.
Most often, a reviewing court will then
conclude that the defendant's substantial
rights were not affected for whatever specifled reason. Unfortunately, this type of viewing court's focus to an analysis of what
analys~sfollows the lead of federal courts makes a right substantial. When faced
that sustain non-constitutional errors that squarely with a named right and its subdo not affect the jury's verdict, or only stantiveness, the reviewing court cannot
slightly affect the jury's verdict, with little leap to the conclusion that a right was or
or no discussion of what rights are impli- was not affected without first analyzing
why.
cated.
Despite the scarcity of Texas law deSuch analysis may ultimately be sufff
h
g substantial rights, quite a bit exists
clent for purposes of appellate review, unin
federal
law. The federal cases are a good
less the appellate attorney articulates substartmg
place
for a Texas criminal attorstanuveness.After all, the dispositive quesney
faced
with
review under subsection
tion for an appellate court is the effect of
@).
However,
a
criminal
defense attorney
any error on the outcome of the trial. As a
should
never
satisfy
herself
that the fedresult, thecourts of appeals more often than
eral
decisions
regarding
substantial
rights
not collapse into one question what are in
are
sufficient
Heifman
makes
it
clear
that
actuality two questions: First, is there a
Texas
courts
are
willing
to
provide
more
substantial right that is implicated by the
error? Second, has that right been adversely rights than those provided under the fed-

plied subsechon (b), even though the defendant was forced to choose between an
expert and disclosure, because, although a
constitutional r i g h t d u e process-was
implicated, the right was not violated. This
distinctioniscritical for appellate attorneys
because it illustrates the importance of
properly frannng an issue on appeal.
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eral Constitution,as it has been interpreted
by federal courts. A defense attorney
should always remember that Texas courts
may see fit to provide criminal defendants
more rights and protections than federal
courts provide federal defendants.
To establish substantiveness,the appelLate attorney should use all available resources. At a minimum, attorneys should
examine Texas case law interpreting the
old Rule 81(b)(2) for rationale that has
been used successfully in the past to demonstrate why the violation of a certain right
resulted in an unfair trial or an unjust result. This process may require the attorney to trace a procedural right back to its
constitutional origins to show the right's
Importance. Consider how this process
might work for the procedural right to bad.
Article 1.07 of the Code of Criminal
Procedure gives aperson accused of anoncapital offense the right to ball. But this
right is derived from section 11 of Amcle
I of the Texas Constitution. Because of its
constitutional roots, a violation of a procedural rule concerning bail cannot be
mmimized as a lesser right. This type of
process can be used to substantiate many
of the rights of the accused if the attorney
takes the time to study both the state and
federal constitutions, as well as case law
interpreting these documents.

Trap Four: Slight Effect
Although httle exists that defines substantiveness, even less exlsts to help attorneys avoid the fourth trap in Rule 44.2failing to demonstrate more than a slight
adverse effect on the defendant's substantial rights. The difficulty, of course, anses
from trying to apply subsection (b) against
a history of case law applying Rule
81(h)(2). Without Texas law mterpreting
this rule, reviewing courts will be tempted
to rely on federal applications of the rule
to determine when the substantial rights of
the defendant were affected to such a degree ns to require a new trial.
The federal harmless error rule, however, does not explic~tlydistinguish between constitutional errar and non-constitutional error. For decades, federalrevlewing courts assumed that constitutional error was inherently harmful. Desprte this
long-standmg assumption, the United
States Supreme Court held in Chapman v.
Calgoma, 386 US. 18, 24 (1967), that
some constitutional error could be considered harmless. The Court explained that

such error must be reversed unless the mviewing court believed beyond a reasonable doubt that the errordId not contribute
to the defendant's conviction. Thus, federal harm analysis is arguably identical to
thenew analyisestabhshed by subsection (b).
Texas's adoption of the federal "substantialrights" language probably indicates
adesire to affirm judgments against criminal defendants more often. That is, adoption of the "substantial rights" language
was not intended to mean that the reviewing court will a f f m unless it concludes
beyond a reasonable doubt that non-constitutional error did not contribute to the
defendant's convict~onor punishment.
Rather, IU applymg subsection (b), the reviewing court willd~sregarderrors that drd
not affect the substantial rights of the d e
fendant, or only slightly afFected the suhstantial rights of the defendant.
Fromthe defense perspective, the critical aspect of this standard is the adverb
"slightly." Often only afine line separates
a "slight" effect from a reasonable doubt
Theauthority to sustain an error that has a
slight effect on the defendant's snbstantial
rights gives reviewing courts moreleeway
to find that an error was harmless. As a
result, the appellate attorney is challenged
to demonstrate a morethan-slight effect
The attorney may be able to meet this
challenge by articulating the assumptions
that the reviewing court must make in order to conclude that an error did not affect, or only slightly affected, the
defendant's substantial rights. If these assumptions areunreasonable, or call for too
muchspecnlation, the attorney may be able
to demonstrate more than a slight effect
and prevent the reviewing court from disrexardiinx the error. As an illustration of
how this suggestion might work, consider
article 38.23 of the Code of Criminal Pmcedure.
Under article 38.23, a defendant who
presents evidence that the State's evidence
was obtained illegally is entitled to a special instruction to jurors that they are to
disregard the State's evidence if they determine that the evidence was obtained in
violation of any state or federal law, or in'
violation of the state or federal constitution. In this way, a defendant that does not
prove, as a matter of law, at a suppression
hearing that the State's evidence was obtained in violation of the Fourth Amendment of the United States Constitution or
article I, section 9 of the Texas Constitu-

-

-

tion may be able to obtain an acquittal by
proving the violanon to the jury's satisfaction.
In the past, failing to grant the
defendant's request for an instruction uuder article 38.23 was reversible error where
evidence raised an issue about the legality
of how the Stateobtained its evidence. But
now, if the defendant fails to properly object to such an etror on constitutional
grounds, the error may be deemed nonconstitutional error subject to harm analysis under subsection (b). Rather than being required to show that an issue was
raised about the legality of how the State

lawfully-obtained evidence. How then can
the reviewing court conclude that the substantial right of the defendant to have only
lawfully-obtainedevidence before the jury
was not substantially affected? The jury
verdict alone may convince the reviewing
court that the error had just the opposite
effect. Thus, an argument based on appropriate assumptions may prevent the reviewing court from disregarding a nonconstitutional error by concludmg, wthout analysis, that the error had onIy sl~ght
effect.

Conclusion
As with all new rules, proper application of Rule 44.2 will take time. However,
the adoption of the new rule challenges
criminal defense attorneys to change some
aspects of theirpractim if they are to avoid
the traps in Rule 44.2. Frst, attorneys must
develop objections that will preserve their
clients' opportunities for more favorable
review when errors of constitutmnal proportion result during trial. Second, when a
trial error will implicate a constitutional
right, attorneysshould carefully frame ther
arguments to demonstrate an errorto avoid
jeopardizing their clients' possibilities for
a new trial. Third, to demonstrate the substantiveness of their client's nghts, attorneys should explore the added protectmn
that mghtpossibly be afforded to their clients under the Texas Constitutmn. And
fourth, the attorney should emphasue the
substanhveness of the defendant's r~gbts
at all stages of a criminal proceeding and
he prepared on appeal to demonstrate the
effect of trial error on those rights
Although the Court of CrimmalAppeals
has not indicated how reviewing courts are
to apply the new a l e , careful review~ng
courts will take the time to cous~derthe
substantiveness of the defendant's rights
in their applications of the new role. Attorneys on both sides can help, however,
by emphasizing this aspect of harm analysis. In particular, criminal defense attorneys
should identify the constituhonal and substantial rights at issue, and analyze the effect of violating those rights. By doing so,
attorneys will not onty serve as better advocates, they will also help create thougbtful and thorough opinions that can be used
to bulld a Texas jurisprudence that defines
the substantial rights of the criminally accused.
Such analysis can only make those who
practice crimmal law, and those who adju-

.

obtained its evidence, the appellate attorney may now be required to show that the
failure to give the instruction hadmnre than
a slight effect on the substantial rights of
the defendant.
To demonstrate more than a slight effect, the attorney might argue thatinorder
for thereviewing court to conclude that the
fiulnre to instruct the jury did not affect
the snbstantial rights of the defendant, the
court must assume that the jury simply did
not consider the defendant's evidence. In
theface of significantconflicting evidence,
this assumption might be unreasonable.
The attorneymight further argue that, without the instruction, the jury does not even
know that it is permitted to only consider
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dicate it, more mindful of the reasons federal and state jurisprudence protect the
rights of the accused It can also help courts
more clearly articulate why a given error
has not affected the jury's decision, thus
avoiding reversals on arguably technical
grounds In the meantime, a n a l defense
attorneys especially, who bear the burden
of ensuring their clients are afforded fair
trials, must be keenly aware of the potential problems with Rule 44.2, to see
that it does not become a trap that ends
their clients' possibilities for a deserved
new trial. 6%
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ou know what you call 1000
dead lawyers at the bottom of
a lake? A good start! You know
what the difference is between a
dead lawyer and a dead skunk lying the middle of the road? Skid marks
in front of the skunk!
Lawyer jokes, millions and millions
of them. Even in Texas their sheer number rivals "Aggie" jokes. In public opinion polls all over the country, lawyers
are ranked just above used car salesmen
and bail bondsmen. How come? What is
it about the legal profession that brings
us such disrespect and disdain.
One reason might be thatin most cases
if we're sued or even threatened by a lawsuit, it comes from alawyer. Most of us
consider the threat an unjustified insult
because we didn't do anything wrong.
The distaste has grown into a cottage
industry with politicians and legislatures
taking all sorts of measures to restrict the
ability of a citizen to sue or have access
to the legal system. Have there been
ahuses... of course there have.
But should we mistrust every policeman just because one somewhere took a
bribe. Or every teacher because onemolested a child. Or every minister because
Jim Baker abused the financial trust
placed inhim by his flock. Of course not.
We know that in our mind but do we feel
1
. it in our hem? Let's see.
Our entirelegal systemis based on the
Common Law of England which began
hundreds of years ago. If you have ever
watched the movies, you know that way
back then, kings fought against each
other for their land, gold and in many
instances, their kingdom. There were no
lawyers then. Only powerful sovereigns
who ruIed by the sword. Don't yon think
that must have been a tough time to live
in for folks who sought freedom?
Because therereally wasn't my. If you
happen to support the winning king, yon
probably got some type of prize.
Otherwise, you were always part of the
downtrodden.
Then a strange thug happened. Kmgs
got some sense. Why, they thought,
should they go out and personally fight
each other tothe death. Why w t hire somebody to do the fighting for them. And

!?'

'
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therwpon came the knights, the original
hired guns the original lawyers.
For it then became the duty of the
knights to represent their respective
kings. To toil for them in battle. To save
the kingdom and eventually win the princess.
As the number of kings got smaller,
and the land they had captured grew,
fighting sort of disappeared for a century or so. Some kings then got a "social
consciences' and staaed taking seriously
the complaints of the little people they
governed.
But of course there were so many
people that the king couldn't hear
everyone's complaint. So the knights
were sent out into the countryside to find
out who was complaining about what
and to investigate their concerns. Our
modem Grand Jury is a descendant from
that very process. Of course we needed
judges and in time, some of the kings
favorite court members were given that
task.
The church got involved too. It seemed
at some point that the law being enforced
by the knights and the king was unjust.
To the cry that the law was unfair came
the reply we know so well today: But
it's the law, So the churches got involved
to deal with equity or fairness of justice
as we know it today. The king's courts
enforced the law and the church courts
enforced equity and justice.
Knights and other members of court
then became the representatives for the
claims made for and against each other
as well as against the king. And from that
tangled mass of rights and responsibilities evolved the role of the lawyer.
In early English history there were
various ways to adjudicate people's
rights, especially in criminal cases. A
defendant back then could elect trial by
water. They would take the accused, tie
him to an enormous rock and throw him
in a lake. Should he somehow come to
the surfaee, as they viewedit, the water
and'thereby God had rejected him. So
they proceeded to execute him! If the
water kept him, then he was innocent.
Either way he was just as dead but at least
if he drowned his family could regain its
good name.

...

Q

Lawyers: \\

About 15 years ago in London, an accused appeared before a Magistrate for
trial in a shoplifting case. The judge
asked him if he wanted a jury triad or a
trial before the judge alone.
The defendant responded that he desired neither. Heinsisted in bial by battle.
The judge informed him that those types
of trial procedures were declaredunlawful centuries ago. Not so said the defendant and to the law books everyone went.
Sure enough, trial by battle had never
been repealed by the British Parliament.
That meant that the defendant had the
nght to fight the prosecutor to the death.
The sutvivor won the case.
Having the good judgment that most
prosecutors possess, the English police.
Banister elected to dismiss the case! A
true lawyer indeed.
Remember the lime quoted so often
from Shakespearein King Henry theVI;
"The first thing we do, we kill all of the
lawyers."So many people today see that
line as proving that since early civilization, lawyers had no purpose or respect.
However, even a first year literary student knows that those words were said
by Dickthe Butcher who wanted to overthrow the government. And he recognized that the only way to have a successfulrevolution was to firstremove all
of those entrusted with making the system work in a fair and just way. Once
the lawyers were gone, the radicals
would prevail unhinderedby any system
of justice.
Sam Houston, the hero of San Jacinto
and the father of Texas, was a lawyer.
And who will deny his passionate quest
for freedom. More than half of the men
who signed the Declaration of Independence were lawyers, including the author, Thomas Jefferson.
Nobody loved or fought harder for liherty than Patrick Henry. He and more
than half of the delegates that hammered
out our Constitution were lawyers.
Substantially more than half of our
Presidents were lawyers, including those
that led us through both of our World
Wars, Woodrow Wilson and Franklin
Delano Roosevelt.
Much of the disdain that lawyers face
today really began as part of the con-

/
/nu1District Judge

sumer protection movement. Up untd
then, being a lawyer was a profession
designed to provide service to the public. But with competition and consumer
protection, the practice of law became a
business where the primary focus hecame the profit on the bottom line. And
so m a y lawyers became at least as iuterested in their own financial success
as that of the client.
So in many circles, the legal profession has fallen into disrespect and condemnation. But even at our worst, lawyers are still the primary defense to an
uncivilized society. Even our ability to
criticize the legal system is the result of
devoted lawyers insuring that we continue to have that freedom.
And when trouble comes our way,
there is no more secure place than in the
hands of a competent lawyer who has the
sole duty of protecting our rights consistent with the law and ethics.
I'm proud to be a lawyer and the misdeeds of some of my brothers and sisters hurt and disappoint me much more
than the general public.
Even with the misfits and unethical
members of the legal profession, we all
as citizens still enjoy freedomunknown
anywhere else in the world. My hope and
sincere belief is that the good lawyers
will prevail as we do everythmg possible
to purge the profession of the bad apples.
Then the fires of justice will be well
tended and we can all enjoy freedom and
the comfort of being able to make jokes
about anyone we want..even the lawyers. !h
Judge Gist graduated
from the University of
Texas Law School:
and the Trial Advocacy Institute of
HarvardLauv School.
He served as an Asst.
State's Attorney jar
t h e T a s Court of Criminal Appeals: and
as Judge of the Criminal District Court
of Jefferson County for 20 years. He has
been appointed by the Supreime Court of
Tenas as aSenior Crminal D~strictJudge
subject to assignment in any Texas District Court
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espite the almost universal criti held such testimony is admissible where it
cism of Dr. James Grigson, he is "sufficiently reliable and relevant to help
continues to be used as an expert the jury in reaching accurate results". The
witness in death penalty cases. Even where burden is on the proponent of such eviGrigson is not used, the state may still rely dence to establish its admissibility by clear
on psychiatric evidence. Attacks on such and convincing evidence. To be considtestimony have been consistently rejected, ered reliable, the Court held evidence "deeven though it does not have the approval rived from scientific theory" must satisfy
of the psychiatric community. Therelevant three criteria: 1) The underlyingscientific
studies have concluded that such testimony theory must be valid; 2) The technique
is far from reliable, and is generally more applying the theory must be valid; and 3)
wrong than right. Nevertheless, psychiat- The technique must have been properly
ric predictions of future dangerousness applied on the occasion in question. id. at
continue to be offered and admitted. De- 573.
The court in Kelly then listed seven facspite numerous challenges to such testimony, its admissibility has not yet been tors which may affect the trial court's desquarely addressed under Rule 702, and termination of reliability. Those factors
Kelly v. State, infra. If that is done, it is are: 1) The extent to which the underlying
suggested the testimony should not be ad- theory and technique are accepted as valid
mitted, since the reliability of the under- by the relevant scientific community, if
lying theory on which the testimony is such a community can be ascertained; 2)
The qualification of the expert(s) testifybased cannot be established.
The admissibility of expert testimony ing; 3) The existence of literaturesupportis governed by Rule 702, Tex. R. Crim. Ev., ing or rejecting the underlying scientific
theory and technique; 4) The potential rate
which provides:
of error in the technique; 5) The availability of other experts to test and evaluate the
"If scientific, technical, or other spetechniques; 6) The clarity with which the
cialized knowledge will assist the
underlying scientific theory and techtrier of fact to understand the evinique can be explained to the court; and
dence or to determine a fact in is7) The experience and skill of the persue, a witness qualified as an expert
son who applied the technique on the ocby knowledge, skill, experience,
casion in question.
training, or education, may testify
The Kelly test was applied to psychothereto in the form of an opinion or
logical
type evidence in Jordan v. State,
otherwise.''
928 S.W.2d 550 (Tex. Crim. App. 1996)
In Kelly v. State, 824 S.W.2d 568 vex. which addressed the admissibility of exCrim. App. 19921,the court addressed the pea testimony on thereliability of eyewitadmissibility of "expert testimony", and ness identification. Jordan reiterated the
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above test, and noted the primaly focus is
on reliability. By demanding a showing
of reliability, the Court concluded the trial
court can weed out testimony whichmight
be "junk science".'
The issue of reliability was addressed
by the Fort Worth Court of Appeals in
Forte v. State, 935 S.W.2d 172 (Tex.App.
- Fort Worth, 1996). There, the court resolved the question left open in Jordan,
which was the reliability of expert testimony on eyewitness identification. The
court concluded the testimony was not reliable, holding:

". . . the appellant in the instant case
did not meet his burden of proving
either the validity of the scientific
theories underlying Dr. Finn's expert
testimony or the validity of the
method used for applying the theories. There is no evidence that the
theories underlying Dr. Finn's testimony are accepted as valid by the
relevant scientific community, or
that the alleged existing literature on
the theories support or reject these
theories. Although Dr. Finn stated
that there was a 'very large body' of
literature concerning eyewitness
identification, he only mentioned the
name of one other person who purports to be an expert in the field and
he failed to identify or produce the
scientific literature that he allegedly
relied on to reach his conclusions."
id. at 177.
The court most recently addressed the

rules lor admitting expert testimony in
Hartman v. State, 946 S.W.2d 60 (Tex.
Crim. App., 1997), and reaffirmed the three
part test established in Kelly. The court
went on to hold Kelly is not limited to novel
scientific evidence. Instead, it applies to
all scientific testimony or evidence. As
such, the trial court in any case involving
expert testimony must determine whether
the testimony is sufficiently reliable and
relevant to aid the jury in reaching it's d e
cision.
There has been some debate as to
whether Kelly and Daubert apply to the
soft sciences such as psychology and psychiatry, or only to the bard sciences. The
Waco Court of Appeals recently addressed
this issue in Fowler v. State, 1997 WL
765763 (Tex. App.-Waco, November 26,
1997) and concluded the test for admissibility is the same for all types of evidence.
The court also rejected any distinction between scientific knowledge and specialized
knowledge. In Fowler, the state used a
family violence counselor to testify about
characteristics generally possessed by victims of family violence, and give her opinion that the victim exhibited those general
characteristics. In concluding the testi
mony was not admissible the court held:
"We can find no reason why evidence regarding the soft sciences is
not susceptible to Kelly. Rule 702
applies to all testimony given by
experts. What the trial court screening forreliability accomplishes is the
elimination of an unsubstantiated,
unsupported opinion, i.e., one
person's opinion. We cannot legitimately exclude certain expertise
from the reliability requirement
merely because some critics feel the
criteria used to evaluate scientific
testimony cannot be properly applied
to fields of expertise which are not
based on the 'scientific method'. (citation omitted) The fact that it may
he more difficult to assess the reliability of testimony regarding the
'soft sciences' does not justify eliminating the reliability requirement.
We believe that the ruleitself extends
the responsibility of the trial court
as "gate keeper" to screening evidence from the soft sciences for reliability. (citation omitted) Whether
such evidence will assist the jury in
making an Intelligent evaluation of
the facts rather than obfuscating

them depends largely on the reliability of the testimony."
The court went on to conclude the state
did not present any evidence regarding the
validity of the scientific theories underlying the testimony, or the validity of the
techniques used to apply those theories.
Instead, all the witness did was establish
her qualifications and experience, which
is not sufficient.
The application of Rule 702 has been
applied in several different situations: see,
e.g. Jordan, supra, on remand 950 S.W.2d

In
Joiner v. State
The Supreme Court

...

such testimo -and did not b
ch
testimony
was admissible
under the rules
of evidence.
210 (Tex. App.-Fort Worth-1997); Forte
v. State, 935 S.W.2d 172 (Tex. App.-Fort
Worth, 1996); Nations v. State, 944 S.W.2d
795 (Tex. App.-Austin, 1997) (reliability
of eyewitness testimony); Kelly, supra
(DNA testimony), Fowlel; supra (family
,violence counselor); Hartman, supra
(intoxilyzer results). Further, Kelly explicitly recognized that Rule 702 applies to "all
expert testimony." id. at 572. Hartman
also recognized that Rule 702 applies to
"any and all scientific evidence," which
includes evidence that was well accepted.
Thus, there should be no reason why Rule

702 does not apply to psychiatric testimony, no matter what the issue.
The application of Kelly to psychiatric
testimony on future dangerousness bas not
yet been squarely decided by the Court of
Criminal Appeals2 Although there are
decisions concluding such testimony is
admissible, they must be re-examined in
light of the rules of evidence, and the requirements set forth in Kelly. As of this
date, that has not been done.
The Supreme Court considered the admissibility of psychiatric testimony on future dangerousness in Barefoot v. Estelle,
463 U.S. 880, 103 S. Ct. 3383 (1983).
Although the issue was similar in a broad
sense, Barefoot v. Estelle is not controlling,
and in fact bas no application to this particular issue. The issues the Supreme
Court considered were constituticnal ones.
Specifically, the court was asked to determine whether there were any due process
limitations on the use of such evidence in
a death penalty case. The court concluded
ere were not. In doing so, however, the
ourt made clear that the decision was
ased on constitutionalprinciples, and not
n a evidentiary rule. ("we reject
etitioner's constitutional arguments", id.
463 at 902,103 S.Ct. at 3400).
Barefoot bas been blindly followed by
Texas courts, without any acknowledgment
of its limited scope. As a result, the decisions of the court have been incomplete.
In Joiner v. State, 825 S.W.2d 701 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1992), the court, citing Barefoot, held ''psychiatric testimony during the
punishment phase of a capital case is constitutionally permissible." id. at 708. As
noted above, that conclusory statement is
not entirely correct. The Supreme Court
only held there was no constitutional impediment to the use of such testimony, and
did not hold such testimony was admissible under the rules of evidence. Apparently believing the issue of admissibility
is settled, the court has focused on the
qualifications of the witness. See, e.g.
Joinel: Thus, where the witness giving the
opinionis qualified, the testimony has been
admitted without further inquiry. See, e.g.
Lagrone v.State, 942 S.W.2d 602 (Tex.
Crim. App. 1997). See also, McBride v.
State, 862 S.W.2d 600 (Tex. Crim. App.
1993).
It is suggested the court has badly
missed the mark in these cases. Despite
the court's holdings to the contrary, psychiatric testimony is not always admissible.
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Instead, the same standard should be applied to psychiatrists and mental health
experts, as is applied to other experts. That
is, the testimony must be both relevant and
reliable. The qualifications a particular
witness may have has little to do with the
answer to that question.
Merely because evidence is constitutionally admissible, does not mean that
such evidence is also admissible under the
mles of evidence. As noted above, one of
the tests for admissibility is that the widence must be sufficiently reliable. To
establish reliability, the state must establ ~ s bthe underlying scientific theory is
valid, and the technique applying the
theory is likewise valid. Kelly, supra.
There is no way to do so for psychiatric

1.

predictions of fuhmdangerousness. There
is an abundance of literature dealing with
such predictions, and the overwhelming
consensus is that such predictions are not
reliable.' In fact, most amibute the accuracy of such predictions at approximately
one in three." Apparently no one, noteven
Dr. Grigsou, has ever challenged those
studres, or disputed their results. In fact,
the inability to accurately predict future
dangerousness was so widely accepted that
theAmerican Psychiatric Association filed
an amicus curie brief in Barefoot, opposing the admission of Dr. Grigson's testimany.
While such testimony may have been
admissible in the past, it cannot meet the
requirements for admissibility under the
new rules. That is, the state eannot establish such testimony is sufficiently reliable
to aid a jury. Unlike the situation existing
at the time Barefoot v. Estelle was decided,
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there nowis an evidentiary rule governing
the admission of such testimony. Unless
the accuracy of such testimony has improved, or there are other studies validating the abiity of psychiatrists to makesuch
predictions, such testimony should not be
admitted. While this may result in a type
of testimony being uniformly excluded
from capital (rials, that k no different from
other rules excluding evidence such.'
Where reliability is not established, the
testimony is simply inadmissible.
Under Kelly, testimony can be also be
excluded if it will not substanhdy assist
the jury, or if it will interfere with their
decision making process. Kelly also noted
that testimony may be inadmissible where
it is cumulative, wouldconfuseor mislead
the jury, or would consume an inordinate
amount of time. id at 572. Testimony can
be excluded on this basis even though it is
otherwise relevant and reliable. As reRule 403,Tex. Proc. R. Grim.
quired
Ev. the c o w must still determine whether
the probative value ofthe testimony is outweighed by its prejudicial effect.
As discussed
there are a
ber of studies documenting the inaccuracy
of psychiatric predictions of future dangerousness. See, footnote 6, supra. There are
also studies suggesting lay persons are as
well qualified, if not more qualified, to
make those determinations. In this
tion, there is a valid argument that such
testimony is more prejudicial than probative. Through Grigson's testimony, the
state is allowed to elicit an opinion that is
more likely wrong than right. Such @timony cannot aid the jury, but can only
mislead and confuse them. In fact, there
is littlesenseinadmittingtestimony which
is probably incorrect. The probative value
of such testimony is slight, since its accuracy is questionable, while the prejudicial
value is high.
Based on the literature, it appears
Grigson's testimony is basically nothing
more than a guess made by someone with
what appears to be impeccable qualifications. In fact, however, his guess is probgbly no more accurate than one made by
someone off the street. Therefore, not only
is such testimony unreliable, it also does
not aid the jury, and may be excluded on
that basis.
We can no longer concede the admissibilityofsuch testimony, even thoughithas
been routinely admitted for years. Counsel needs to focus the court on Rule 702,

and force the State to establish the testimony is admissible. As noted above, simply invoking Barefoot v. Estelle 1s not d~spositive on anything other than a constitutional claim. Given the accepted
unreliability of such predictions, there a
certainly reason for a fresh approach to the
issue. 6%
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On March 26,1998,
the Lubbock Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
unanimously adopted the following resolution
in memory of Quinn Brackett,
who died March 26,1998, in Lubbock, Texas.

In Memory of Quinn Brackett
RESOLUTION OF THE
LUBBOCK CRIMINAL DEFENSE LAWYERS
Assocr~TIo~

/

Calendar Note
June 4-6,1998
San Antonio Marriott Riverwalk
Advanced Criminal Law
Shoti Course
*TCDLA Annual
Membership Meeting
Vote in new officers &
directors

rack&.

regrets the death of
His positive
impact on the practice of criminal law will live on in
those he influenced and inspired. 62

Gee old friends

1

Meet new members
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Some Thoughts
and Ideas
on
Cross-Examinatio

4
Mark Daniel

I. INTRODUCTION

I

I
'

Cross-examinationis at the heart of the
adjudication of criminal trials. It is only
through cross-examination that the jury is
led to see the "whole trnth".
Most cross-examinations are conducted
without a great deal of prior preparation
or thought devoted to the purpose of the
cross-examination. Far too often, crossexamination consists of a number of unplanned a d meaaingless questions that
often fill gaps in the prosecution, repeat
direct testimony and result in an atgument
with the witness. All of these end products
have the net effect of hamperingrather than
enhancing the cross-examiner's cause.
With the expansion of the admissibility
of extraneous offenses (that always dmgerous prosecution tool) and the number
of crnninal defendants with prior convictions (who are therefore handicapped in
being able to testify), the criminal defense
practitioner is called upon more often to
craft a defense salely through cross-exarnination. The purpose of this article is to assist the cross-examiner in developing such
a defense and avoiding the pitfalls mentioned above by utilizing a systematic approach to this mostchallenging art.
The only absolute rule in the trial of a
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criminal case is that evewthing that counsel does, including cross-examination,
must be done with a sincere and alert consideration of the jurors' belief in the integrity of his or her case. This article presents
several rules concerning cross-examination. These should not be considered literal rules but rather "red flags" since experience demonstrates that most mistakes
in cross-examination are made when the
"red flags" are disregarded. Sound judgment, not rules, must determine how the
cross-examiner approaches each witness.
While cross-examination is an att, no
single article can begin to make a lawyer
proficient. The cross-examinermust have
a deep understandingof the considerations
involved, experience and ability to make
immediatejudgments and talent to execute
with due consideration to all of the consequences sumomding a particular question.
There are no neat concepts or techniques
for cross-examinationthat can overlap into
case and be placed intoneat categories and
lists. Every successful cross-examination
hinges on a combination of all these factors.
The criminal defense practitioner cannot hope to become proficient in the art of
cross- examination without first becoming
thoroughly conversant with the constitu-

tional principles governing cross-examination and the applicable rules of evidence.
Particularly important are Article N,Relevancy; Article VI, Witnesses; and Article
W, Opinion and Expert Testimony. What
follows should be more than a practice
guide but less than a legal treabse. It is
hoped that this blend of ingredients will
fuel the reader through your next cross-examination without the knocking, pinging
and stumbling so very often associated
with this endeavor.

II. GENERAL RULES POR
CONDUCTING THE CROSSEXAMINATION
There are exceptions to every rule.
While certainly every cross-examination
should be tailored to the case and the witness, counsel might want to consider and
adopt the following as general rules for
crass-examination:
A. Always Ask Leading Questions
One of the primzy difficulties in crossexamination is controlling the wxtness.
Leading questions will allow you to restrict
the testimony to the essential points you
want brought out without allowing the
witness to meander, explain or otherwise

dilute the impact of the cross-examination.
By the use of leading questions, you can
get the w~tnessto agree with your characterization of the testimony. If possible, always frame your questions so the witness
has only one answer-"YES'". This means
you are: (1) asking leading questions, (2)
coutrolling the witness, (3) describing the
facts with words you, rather than the witness, bave chasen.

swer will breed confusion. Does a positive response mean that the examiner is
right and that serology was not studied, or
that it was studied? In order to ask leading questions with clarity, frame your inquiries without gratuitous phrases such as,
"Isn't that correct?" or "Is that not right?"
These are difficulthabits to break and require discipline but are absolutely essential for a successful cross-examination.

B. Keep the Questions Simple
A queshon loaded with too many facts
or exaggerations will always allow the
witness to wiggle off the hook. Also, the
jury will be alienated if you are obviously
trying to add facts to your question which
the witness is unwilling to adopt. Only use
one fact per question until you get the witness to admit to that fact. Then you can
add it to your next question for repetitive
emphasis.

D. Corisider Whether to Aftack the
Wifness's Answers on Dire&
Lawyers will often be tempted to begin
cross-examination by proving the falsehood of the last several points made on
direct. This temptation must be resisted.
Sometimes, the closing points are only
minor and addressing them6rt will lessen
the impact of a camfully planned crossexamination. Your opponent may even be
attempting to distract your attention from
the main issues. On the other hand, the

C.Questions Should Be Fmmed Wzh
As Few Negaflaflves
As Possibk
The use of negatives in questions is an
all too common mistake in cross-examination. This approach causes confusion and
ambiguity. It allows a witness to transform
an affirmative answer into a negative one
or vice versa For example:

E. Ask the WanessWhether They Want
to Cbaage or Correct Any Answers
Atthe couclusiou of the testimony, consider giving the witness an opportunity to
change answers. Sometimes this may be
the last thing you want to do, but it can
have its advantages. It gives you the appearance of being fair-minded, whlle placing the witness in a difficult position. If an
answer is changed, the witness impeaches
himself to acertain extent and opens up new
areas for cross-examinationinto the reasons
for the change e.g., "Which testimony is
truthful, your original or your amended testimony?" (Note: Don't asVwhy?')
In those rare instances where counsel
truly knows (and can prove) that the witnesseslied on direct examinatson, you may
consider beginning cross-exammation w~th
asxies of lock down questions:

Q: Were you 100% truthful with this
jury in everything you told them in response to the government's questions?

Q: Didn't you see my client running
from the fight?
A: Yes.
This response could mean "yes, I did"
or "yes, you are right, I did not see that."
No one knows, and the jury may misuuderstand So
to avoid the use of negatives. If it does happen, and you receive
an ambiguous answer, correct it immediately: 'By 'yes', I take it that you did see
my client running away, is that correct?"
The use of negatives can create additional problems. Double negatives create
hopeless confusion-i.e., '%n't it afact that
you did not see the light change, before
enteringthe intersection?'Even if the jury
understands the witness's meamng from
inflection or expression, those factors do
not appearm the written record, Thus, you
should eliminate phrases containing negatives such as ''Do you know whether or
not, "or "is that not correct?". Also, avoid
mixingpositiveandnegativestatements in
the following manner: "You never studied serology in the police academy, is that
right?" An affirmative or a negative an-

for the rest of the examination. The jury
will sense that you bave thrown your best
punch and missed. Also,if the witness survives your first volley, he will thmk the
worst is over and begin to gain confidence.
Worst of all, he will then be in control.

Q: Were you every bit as truthful today
with this jury as you were when you appeared at the grand jury and offered testimony concerning these same events?

opponent may close direct examination
with his stmngest points, and you may be
taking the bait by meeting the witness
head-on without softening him up first.
In some instances, counsel may need
to demonstrate the untruthfnlness of the
witness immediately and forcefully. Then
you should leap right in and attack the final answers of the witness. The advantage
here is that the responses are very h h in
the.i w.' s mind, and you are showing them
* what the witness just said is wrong with
the clear implication that the rest of the
testimony is equally tainted. Before you
adopt this tactic, be certain that you can
successfullyattack the witness. lf you fail
at the outset of the cross-examination, the
impact of the remainder of your questions
will be lessened. You will bave set the tone

-

Q: Did you tell the government lawyers the same thing during the three times
you met with them that you told this jury
today? (this will commnnicate to the jury
that the witness lied to the govemment repeatedly.)

Q: So, since you have been 100% truthful in your testimony today, you do not
wish to change any answers to the testimony you have provided? Is that correct,
sir?
Q: Are you absolutely certain about
that, sir? (if he doesn't know what is coming by now, hereally is stupid).
This series of lock down questions
should telegraph to the juv that youhow
the witness has lied. Counsel should be
100% cemin that he will be able to prove
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the same. This questioning also telegraphs H. DO Not Cross-Examine on Minor
M&ra Unless You Are
that the witness has lied to the grand jury
Certain of Success
and lied to the government during preuiWhy
take on the witness in areas where
ous witness interviews.
you have little to gain in the way of information and much to lose in terms of a d P. Quit When You Are Ahead or
ibility? You should cross-examine on miScore the Point Desired
F i t , consider you might be ahead if nor matters only if you can go in, make a
you don't cross-examinethe witness atall. quick score, and get out. You must keep
For example, in a burglary case in which your examinationterse andhardhining.Do
the victim testifies solely to the fact that a not focus on unimportant discrepanciesin
burglary occurred, makes no attempt at the wimess's testimony. H a d i n g over
identification, and you have no "quarrel'' relativelyinsignificantpoints detracts from
with the testimony, you wouldprobablybe your presentationand confuses the jury as
better off not to cross-examine. Whether to the truly important elements of your
you want to cross-examine depends en- examination. Regrettably, if the witness
tirely on your defense theory and the facts outmaneuvers you on a lesser point, the
you need to elicit in support of that theory. impact is not lessened commensurately in
If you are going to cross-examine, be the jury's mind. The fact is that you have
'
brief. Develop the questions so you not lost a battle, and it shows. In a&tion, the
only lay aproperpredimte, but also so you witness will gain confidence, and you will
get
- the witness committed to the desired 1have greater difficulty regaining control.
position before you score your point. Once
he is committed or boxed in, as it were,
then bear down on the meat of the examination. Ordinarily you will not have more
than a few points you want tomake. When
you get those points made, stop. Remembertoo, there is still the specter of redirect
facing you, so limit the possible ammunition for rehabilitation once yon have the
testimony desired.

G. Do Not Cross-Examine the Witness
Who DM Not Do Any Damage
Less seasoned veterans of courtloom
battles may consider it necessary to crossexamine every witness. Clients sometimes
favor this approach based on their exposure to Perry Mason but ultimately the
burden of the outcome is on the attorney.
Don't cross-examine on minor discrepancies just for the sake of the exercise or to
demonstrateyour perceived brilliant command of the case. Determine whether you
have been hurt by this witness's testimony
or if you can establish some favorable
points through the witness. If not, then
don't cross-examine. Counsel should still
~roceedwith caution because the potential for harmful answers might outweigh
the favorable information you are seeking.
Remember, all lawyers invariably forget
to ask questions on direct and wish they
could have the witness back. If you crossexamine, yom opponent will have time tm
think of the forgotten questions and cure
their omissions on redirect.
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tion, 70% to 75% of the time the answer
will be damaging.

J. Never Ask An Adverse Wimess
''Why" or "How"
Asking "why" or "how" will pennit the
witness to take control of the testimony,
will almost always result in a rambling,
self-serving explanation and eventual dllution of the testimony you have adduced.
It will invariably cause senous damage to
your position. SAVE THE ANSWER TO
YOUR "WHY" OR "HOW QUESTION
FOR FINAL ARGUMENT. Assuredly,
you can make the point sound much better
than any adverse witness will ever permit.
& Maintain Good Eye Contact

When cross-examining a difficult witness, always maintain stnct eye contact.
Avoiding eye contact is often mnterpreted
as weakness. Our life experiences verify
this. People who will not look us m the
eye are uncomfortable and less than forthright. If the cross-examining lawyer suspects the witness will become unresponsive, the lawyer must keep his eyes f i e d
on the witness when asking questions and
when receiving the answer It is important
that counsel avoid looking away to refer
to orjot downnotes. By directingyour full
attention'at the witness' eyes, you serve
nonverbal notice that you will put up wlth
no nonsense, and permit no deviation from
the question and answer approach you have
been following.

L. Remove Physical Barriers
On the other hand, if you feel you can
nail the witness, do it early. Try to build
up the issue into one of life-or-death proportions as if the entire case rested on its
resolution. It is possible to win cases on
minor matters, if they can be used to destroy credibility. Thus, even though it is
irrelevant that the light was red and not
green, it is relevant that the witness insists
incorrectly that it was red.
I. Ifin DoubtAbout a Question,
Do Not Ask It
In examining an adverse witness, the
odds are that if you do not know the answer prim to asking the question, the response will not be helpful and may be
damaging. So, if in doubt, don't. Trial
science shdies show that where. lawyers
truly do not know the answer to a ques-

-

Behveen You and the Wifness
Remember the college professor who
stood behind a large lectern, five yards
from the nearest student. Contrast him with
the instructor who sat right next to the students in a seminar class. It was easier to
establish rapport in the latter situation
which is more conducive to a relaxed interchange of ideas. The same principle
applies to dialoguein the courtroom. Thus,
the imnortance of the .ohysical lavout
should not be underestimated. Desks,
tables, lecterns, and other physlcal objects
that stand between you and the witness also
separate youpsychologicaUyfrom the witness. They are obstacles that you want removed. If you desire to get closer to a witness in order to become familiar and to
demonstrate your sympathetic and
unthreatening attitude, these barriers stand
in your way.

.

You also want to get as close as possible to the hostile witness whom you wish
to attack. Objects in the courtroom are protechve barriers which weaken your assault
and allow the wltness to hide. Physical
proximity is intimidating. This is the very
reason why many judges require counsel
to examine witnesses from behind counsel table or the lectern. Find a way to approach the witness by using the easel or
an exhibit.

M, Use of Charts and Diagrams
The cross-examiner should utilize
charts and diagrams whenever possible to
emphasize specific and favorable areas in
cross-examination. If a witness provides
four favorable points, they should he written on the easel pad under the witness'
name, marked as an exhibit and offered as
a summary. If not admitted, the summary
should be offered Tor the record" to insure that it is not disposed of at the end of
the day by the bailiff and will still be available to display to the jury during final argument. Clearly, jurors recall far more
from what they see in writing.
Tbecross-examinershouldalways draw
diagrams themselves and avoid asking the
witness to draw on the easel or make diagrams. They rarely get it right. If you are
in control (whlch you should be before
going to the easel), the wimess will likely
give you the testimony you need to support the diagram or exhibit which you
draw.

N. Do Not Bear Down Once fiu Get
the Answer You Want
This rule might appear repetitious.
However, it warrantsrepeating.Quit while
you are ahead. Don't let the witness go on
and explain after you have your answer and don't give him the opportunity to rehabilitate himself or his testimony by continuing the line of questioning which elicited the desired response. When you begin
a new line of questioning a f t a having elicited the desired response, return to your
soft nonconfrontational demeanor.

ally be met with disappointment and have
anegative effect on the jurors. It also gives
the prosecutor an opportunity on redirect
to have the witness explain away the points
you have made. Once again, you can always make apoint to sound better in argument than any adverse witness will permit
on cross-examination.
I? Repent Helpful Facts
Just because you received a favorable
answer does not mean the jury willrememher it, or grasp the significance. After you
get a favorable fact confirmed, continue
to incorporate it in your questions in a

witness?" The courtroom will grind to a
chilled silence as the reporter locates the
question and slowly reads it back.
Havingthe question repeated by a court
official and read back with simple clarity
is persuasive to the jury and should bring
the non-msponsive witness back to reality
with a short, responsive answer.
Most judges consider the court reporter
as an extension of the court. When using
the Court reporter technique, the judge
seems to listen more intently to the read
back and often visually, if not verbally,
directs the witness to answer the question
as read back. This is a very subtle way of
having the judge volunteer to get involved
by directing the witness to answer themes-

R. Using the Hand to
Stop the Rambling Witness

manner that would not be subject to an
objection for being repetitious. (Example:
"So, after you lied to the Grand Jury, did
youhave acup of coffee with the prosecntor?" "While you were having this cup of
coffee, did you happen to tell the prosecutor about the lies you told?"). This will not
only make certain that the jury remembers
the fact, it will begin to condition them to
accept your theory of defense.

A witness begins to answer the question with a long unresponsive answer. The
lawyer can simply hold up his or her hand
like a traffic officer's stop signal (we have
all been psychologically condit~oned).It
sounds odd, but it is psychological body
language
- - at its best.
Once the lawyer has silently interrupted,
the witness will wait to see what will happen next. The safest way to get back on
track is to remind the witness gently of
where the lawyer is in the questioning and
begin the next question:
"Let me make sure we understand each
other. My question is ..."

S. Neutralizing the Witness
Who Does Not ReoaU
The "I don't recall" response is an effective defense mechanism for any evasive
Q. Control the Difiulf Witnars by
Using the CourtReporter
witness. It becomes a smoke screen of
The courtreportercan be avaluable tool failed memory and prevents further inin controlling a difficult and unresponsive quiry. If counsel 1s not prepared to deal
witness. The judge is the highest ranking with t h s tactic, cross-examination will be
member of the courtroom. However, the stymied and the witness will leave the witjury views all court personnel as persons ness stand undamaged.
of authority. All members of the judge's
First, you should recognize that a fallstaff are seen as "official" and are treated ure of memory on the part of a hostile wit, by the jury with special respect. More im- ness is actually an opporhlmty to exploit.
0. Leave Argument for Closing
Resist the temptation to argue your case portantly, the courtroom staff is seen as The witness should initially be neutralized
too soon. When you get to the argument neutral.
by carefully exploring the scope of the
Having asked the witness a leading absence of recollection. Demonstrate the
phase, you will he able to tie up all the loose
ends, to highlight the inconsistencies in question and having received a rambling witness's inability to testify on as broad a
testimony and to address the witnesses' non-responsive answer, counsel should range of issues as possible.
credibility. Argument incorrectly included turn to the court r e p w r and ask, "May I
Youmay want to take the additional step
in the cross-examination phase will usu- please have my question read back to the of demonstrating the implications of the
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witness's failure to recollect f a the jury:
Q: Who was present at the drug buy of

January 1,1993?
A: I don't recall.
Q: If you don't remember who was
present at the meeting, then I take it that
you can't contradict Mr. Thompson's testimony that my client was not present.

psychological message. The witness will
realize that yon are skillfuland experienced

and that you will not relinquish control of
the examination.
&k the witness to state their definition
of the term, and then incorporate it into
your question:
Q: How would you defme "identification procedure",Officer Smith?

A: Well... a photo spread, a physical
lineup or a show up.
Q: Using your definition, have you ever
performed an identification procedure?

painstaking hours of preparation and
thought. Always remember that the only
thing that counts at the end of a trial is the
information thejurorsred which controls
their verdict. A jury's attention span is
short. Sometimes a cross-examination
needs to be lengthy. This does not mean
you can't make it interesting. Find a way
to tell your client's story thrbugh your
opponent's witnesses.
There is always more than one way to
&a question or to make apoint. Any lawyer can make it boring. The wmning lawyers thoroughly plan and craft their questions to maximize impact. db
Mark G. Daniel practices in Fort Worthwith
the Law ofice ofEvans.
Gandy, Daniel &
Moore. He is board
certified in criminal
gw by the Tern B o d
fkial~~ecialization
and the Nm'onal Boardof liial Advocacy.
He is the author of McClune's Texas
Criminal Lowver's Handbook. His record
defending against death penal0 pmsecution is second to none. He is a frequent
author Mdlechlter at State Bar and T e r a ~
Criminal Defense LawyerAsociatwn CLE
pwrams.

Counsel should demonstrate that the
s
witness's r e d of ~ n t e m p a n e o uevents
is unimpaired. The witness should be set
up for this approach dming background
examination before asking about the key
events. At that time, he will be unaware
Qoss-examination is the most effective
that you are actually pinninghimdownfor
later impeachment, Then demonstrate that tool in alawyer's arsenal. Along with the
the witness has a selective memory. Refer almost lost art of skiIhl oratory, it can still
to his direct testimony or defensive re=- lead to victory in many cases. It remains,
s said, "the greatest
tions on cross to point out that he has no as Justice ~ o L e once
problem recalling informationthat is help- locomotive for the discovery of the truth."
While cross-examination may bean art,
ful to his side.
effectivecross-examinationispossible for
any lawyer willing to devote thehoum n e e
1: Combatling fi Witness Who
Asksfor Definition
essary to achieve it. Some lawyers are as
We have a l l experienced the witness naturally gifted as the great artists andmuwho wants to engage in a vocabulary de- sicians. Others can achieve the same rebate by requesting a dehnition. We ask the sults, but have to do it with hard work and
witness a question ("Have you ever conducted an identification procedure hefore?") and he asks you to define your
terms ('That depends on what you mean
by an identification procedure"). This type
With the wer-changing laus, it sometimes becomes
of response disrupts the flow of cross-exdifficultto eflectivelycoordinate businwlemployee benefts
amination and puts you on the defensive.
heafth insurance, and retiremmtlpmion plans -until now!
Keep in mind that this is precisely what
T C D L A MEMBER B E N EFI T S
the witness is trying to do. He is seizing
control, while gaining time to formulate a
Craup Health Insurance; Benefits for 2 or more
responsc Undoubtedly, some problem will
employees (can include spouse)
be found with your definition, which you
Retirement Plans -Including the new Roth IRPls
were forced to come up with on the spur
100%
deductible health premiums, out-of-pocket
of themoment, and the witness will haggle
health, dental, vision expenses for self-employed
with you overyourdefmitiun.Thenit1ooks
groups
as if you have failed to answer the quesDiiabiiity, Cancer, Life Insurance Benefits
tion. The jury will not hold this delay

r Choose a Benefit Specialist

against the witness, because it appears to
them that he is merely trying to understand
your question. Don't take the bait. If so.
,
you will appear to he unfair.
Obviously, you have got to turn the
tables quickly anddecisively with this type
of wimess. There is a simple and effective
technique available. It will not only allow
yon to regain control, but also put the witness hack on the defensive by forcing him
to answer. It will also send an important
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Cull us, e-mail us
or come see us June 4-6 of our booth
at the Sun Antonio conference.

Berardin

erardino

Employee Benefif Specialists
3536 Bee Cave Rd., Suite 213 Austin, TX 512-328-9970
pjberardinomorldne&tt.net
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Supreme Court
GRAY v MARYLAND, S.Ct. Cause No. 96-8653,
March 9,1998

.

Here, two defendants were jointly tried. The Government read
the codefendant's confession to the jury substituting the words
and quot;delete&quot; or &quot;deletion&quot; every time Gray's
name was mentioned in the statement. After the statement was
read, the prosecutor asked the witness, a police officer, whether
he was able to arrest Gray after he obtained the codefendant's
confession. The Court held that such a scenario violated Gray's
Sixth Amendment rights protected by Bruton v United States. 88
S.Ct. 1620 (1968). While there are few joint defendant trials in
Texas State courts, Texas appellate courts have lately adopted a
rationale permitting the use of a co-defendant's statement at trial
where the defendant's name is similarly omitted. This case substantially undercuts the theory.

MENDAREZ-TORRES V. UNITED STATES, No. 96-6839
Argued October 14,1997 -Decided March 24,1998
The defendant here pleaded guilty to e6tering the US after
being deported 8 USC 1326 (a). The offense normally carries a
punishment range of up to two years unless the defendant has
been convicted of a prior aggravated felony in which case the
punishment is up to 20 years. The District Court sentenced him
to 85 months rejecting his argument that because the indictment
failed to allege his prior convictions, the maximum punishment
was two years. The Fifth Circuit aff~rmedhis conviction holding

that the enhanced punishment was merely a penalty provision
not requiring an allegation in the indictment.
While an indictment must set forth each element of the crime
that it charges, it need not set forth factors relevant only to the
sentencing of an offender found guilty of the charged crime.
Within limits, the question of which factors are which is normally a matter for Congress.
The Supreme Court held there is not sufficient support, in this
Court's precedents or elsewhere, for petitioner's claim that the
Constitution requires Congress to treat recidivism as an element
of the offense irrespective of Congress' contrary intent. At most,
In re Winship, 397 US. 358, 364; Mullaney v Wilbur, 421 US.
684, 704; Patterson v New York, 43 2 U S 197: and Specht v
Patterson, 386 U S . 605, taken together, yield the broad proposition that sometimes the Constitution does require (though sometimes it does not require) the State to treat a sentencing factor as
an element of the crime, but they offer no more support than that
for petitioner's position. And a legislature's decision to treat recidivism, in paaicnlar, as a sentencing factor rather than an element of the crime does not exceed constitutional limits on the
legislature's power.

OHIO ADULT PAROLE AUTHORITY ET AL .v.
WOODARD, No. 96-1769
Argued December 10, 1997 - ~ e c i d e d
March 25, 1998
In this case, the Supreme Court held that clemency proceedings are entitled to some, albeit minimum, due process guarantees. All of the justices agreed that Ohio's voluntary intervlew
by the inmate with the Authority representative did not constitute compulsory self-incrimination. Four justices, Rehnquist,
Scalia, Kennedy and Thomas held that no due process guaran-
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tees were neoessary because the clemency decision is committed
exclusively to the state's executive authority. (Note, this is the
same rationale advanced by the concurring judges of the Court
of Criminal Appeals in Karla Faye Tucker's case). Four justices,
O'Connor, Souter, Ginsberg and Breyerconcluded that because
prisoner under a death sentence has a cantinning interest in his
life, the question raised is what process is constitutionallynecessary to protect that interest. Although due process demands are
reduced once society has validly convicted an individual of a
nimeand therefore establisheditsright to punish, Ford v. Wainwright, 477 US. 399,429 (O'Connor, J., concurring in resultin
part and dissenting in part), the Court of Appeals correctly concluded that some minimal procedural safeguards apply to clemency proceedings. Judicial inte~entionmight, for example, be
warrantedin the face of ascheme whereby a state official flipped
a coin to determine whether to grant clemency, or in a w e where
the State arbitrarily denied a prisoner any access to its clemency
process. However, a remand to permit the District Court to address respondent's specific allegations of due process violations
is not required. The process he received comports with Ohio's
regulations and observes whatever limitations the Due Process
Clause may impose on clemency proceedings.
Stevens dissented.

Court of Criminal
Appeals
EX PARTE RICKY EUGENE ICERR, Writ NO. 35,065-02
Habeas corpus application from Bexar County
Offense:Capital murder
Sentence: Death
CCA disposition: Writ and motion for stay ofexecution
dismissed with written order
Dissenting opinion: Overstreet
Judges Baird, Overstreet and Womack would grant stay
of-execution.
Applicant was set for execution on February 25, 1998. The
order dismissing this writ and stay is unpublished. In this,
Applicant's second writ, he quested appointment of competent
habeas counsel under Article 11.071. Findingno reason to grant
this request, the majority summarily dismissed the application.
Judge Overstreetchose to publishhis dissent to its dismissal. He
fmt complains that because "Applicant'sinitialwrit attorney filed
a perfuntomy application which raised a single claim challenging the constitutionality of the unitary system which mandates
that diect appeal and Article 11.071 habeas application be done
dming the same time frarne;"Applicant has been denied his right
to apply for habeas corpus under Article I, section12 of theTexas
Constitution. An I, section 12 provides that the writ of habeas
corpus is a writ of right, and shall never be suspended. Applicant's
writ attorney, who failed to challenge anything which occnrred
at trial, did not render effective assistance of counsel.
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The writ attorney even filed an &davit admitting that he filed
the perfunctory writ because he erroneously believed he was precluded from challenging the conviction and sentence wh~lethe
direct appeal was pending. Judge Overstreet wonders whether
Applicant must "suffer the ultimate punishment, death, because
of his attorney's mistake." By refusing to stay the execution, the
majority, in the words of the dissent, is engaging in " a farce and
travesty of applicant's legal right to apply for habeas relief. It
appears that the Court, in approving such a charade, is punishing
applicant, rewarding the State, and perbaps even encouraging
other attorneys to file perfunctory 'non-applications."' (Tbe ecltors find this a disturbing, but not totally unexpected development in the CCA's rigid interpretation of Att.I I .071)

RALF P. LOSERTH v. STATE, No. 1003-96, February 25,
1998, State's PDK from Bexar County
Offense: Murder
Sentence: 25 years
COA Disposition: Reversed &remanded (931 S.W.2d. 322 San Antonio 1996)
CCADisposition: Vacated &remanded
Opinion by: Meyers
Womack concurs wlo opinion
Attorney for Appellant: Mark Stevens
Appellant was convicted of murdering a woman in her apartment, largely based on the in-court ident~ficationof a witness
who lived in the apartment across from the victim. The witness,
Devlin, told police he heard a s c r k followed by a crash, then
saw a "tall, thin man" leaving the victim's apartment. The man
was described as wearing dark clothing, such as a jump suit, but
Devlin could not elaborate on this description, even under hypnosis. When police two months later showed Devlin a single
photo identification of Appellant, he identified Appellant as the
murderer. At ttial, Devlin made an in-court Appellant's appearance out of fear that Appellant would come after him.
Appellant successfully suppressed the single photo identification, but the judge refused to suppress the in-court identification, ruling that Devlin had an adequate oppdrtunity to view Appellant at the time of the offense. The COA, conducting a de
novo review, held the trial court abused its discretion in admitting the in-court identification as it was tainted by the impermissibly suggestive pretrial photographic identification. This PDR
was granted to determinewhether the COAused the correct standard in conducting a de novo review.
The CCA fust reviews the law applicable to in-court identifications as adopted by the Supreme Court in Manson v.
Braithwaite, 432 US. 98 (1977) and followed by the CCA in
Webb v. State, 760 S.W.2d 263 (1988). andthe CCAbolds these
opinions set forth the applicable substantive law, which in turns
set forth accnrately by the COAin conducting its review. The
CCA then explains the de novo standard as it adopted in Guzman
v State 955 S.W.2d 85 (1997), which was taken from Miller v.
Fenton, 474U.S. 104 (1985) andits"mixed question of law and
fact" analysis. The CCA then determines that the mixed question of law and fact presented in this case "does not 'tum' on an
evaluation of credibility and demeanor for purposes of the three
categories advanced in Gnzman. Thus, the question presented

here is subject to de novo review. However, the five factors for
determining reliability of the identification under the test adopted
in Neil v. Biggers, 409 US. 188 (1972), are, taken individually,
historical facts, and as such should be viewed deferentially. The
reviewing court should review these factors deferentially, in the
light most favorable to the trial court's ruling, and the factors,
viewed in this light, should then be weighed de novo against the
corrupting effect of the suggestive pretrial identification procedure.
The trial court made no express historical findings except to
state the witness had an adequate opportunity to view the Appellant. Although the COA conducted a review, it incorrectly reviewed the historical facts as related to each of the Biggers factors. But the COA erred in failing to consider some of the underlying historical facts in a light favorable to the trial court's IUing, and thus the judgment is vacated and the case remanded in
light of the proper standard as enunciated by the CCA in this
opinion.

STATE v. WILLIAM HAROLD BRABSON, No. 1309-95,
February 25, 1998, Appellee's PDR from Dallas County
Offense: DWI
Sentence: Motion to Suppress granted
COADisposition: Reversed (899 S.W.2d 8 771 -Dallas 1995)
CCA Disposition: Affirmed
Opinion By: McCormick

'

Appellee was arrested for DWI under pre-September 1, 1995
law, and shortly thereafter, DPS sought to revoke his license.
During the ALR hearing, the administrative law judge declined
to revoke his license, and made specific findings that police lacked
probable cause to arrest him. After being criminally charged with
DWI, the trial court granted Appellee's motion to suppress, agree
ing that the State was collaterally estopped from relitigating the
issue of probable cause for arrest, which had been decided adversely to the State in the ALR hearing. The COAreversed, holding that collateral estoppel does not arise from administrative proceedings and that no other valid theories supported the trial court's
ruling on Appellee's motion to suppress. This PDR was granted
to determine the validity of the COA's holding on the collateral
estoppel issue.
The CCA held that the Dallas County District Attorney was
not collaterally estopped from litigating the probable cause issue
because "the Texas Department of Public Safety and the Dallas
County District Attorney are not the same parties"; and even if
these agencies were the same party, the probable cause issue was
not "properly before the administrative agency" because "Article
6701 5, section 2 (f)doesn't authorize an administrative judge to
decide the issue, because the issues are not the "same", and because the "State" didn't have an "adequate 6ppo1tunity" to litigate the issue at the administrative hearing.
The majority notes that the issue before the administrative judge under the present statutory scheme in Chapter 724 of
the Transportation Code is the same, but then points out that the
Legislature also purports to eliminate collateral estoppel. One
wonders why the CCA should grant a PDR on issues it ignores
about a statute which has since been repealed. Read the dissent.

PAUL SYLVIA DELEON v. STATE, No. 1348-97,
March 18, 1998, State's PDR from Harris County
Offense: Possession of cocaine wlintent to deliver
Sentence: 10 years
COA Disposition: reversed &remanded
(95111283 -Houston 1 4 9
CCA Disposition: vacated &remanded
Opinion: Per curiam
Appellant was assessedthe drug tax and apenalty by the State
Comptroller's Office prior to being convicted of the instant offense, but nothing in the record showed he had paid any portion
of the tax. The COA reversed, holding that conviction and assessment of the tax constituted multiple punishments. The State
filed a PDR, arguing that no jeopardy problems arose from the
mere assessment of the tax. The CCA summarily granted the
State's PDR and remanded in light of its recent opinions in Ex
Parte Ward, S . W . 2 d (Tex. Crim. App. Nos. 420-96 &
421-96, delivered January 21, 19981, and Ex pate Chappell,
S.W.2d-(Tex.
Crim.App. No. 72,763, delivered January
21, 1998), which held that mere assessment of the drug tax does
not constitute punishment.
After surveying precedent (primarily Kraft, 76211612,
McKenna, 7801177W7, Isam, 58211441, & McGlynn 7041118 )
contrary to the COA's determination in this case, the CCA holds
that Appellant was entitled to have his claim addressed on appeal
regardless of whether the evidence he sought to suppress was
admitted. The CCA further holds: (Appellate courts must use a
two step inquiry when deciding whether to address the merits of
a claim regarding the trial court's denial of a pretrial motion to
suppress evidence prior to a guilty plea. First, the appellate court
must identify "the fruits" that the trial court held would not he
suppressed. McGlynn, 704 S.W.2d at 21. Second, the appellate
court must determinethat these fruits have "somehow been used"
by the State. Kraft, 762 S.W.2d at 613-14. If it is not clear from
the testimony and exhibits what "the fruits" are, then the appellate court need not address the merits of the claim. Likewise, if
the fruits have not "somehow been u s e d by the State, then the
appellate court need not address the merits of the claim. Here,
because the COAdid not identify the W t s " or determine whether
they had "somehow been used" by the State, the judgment is reversed and the cause is remanded "for proceedings consistent
with this opinion."

JERRY GONZALES v. STATE, No. 136-97, Appellant's
PDR from Williamson County
Offense: DWI
Sentence: 6 mo.+ $2,000 fine (probated)
COA Disposition: affirmed (unpublished - 3d COA)
CCA Disposition: reversed
Opinion : Meyers (a rare unanimous opinion on an
Appellant's PDR)
Appellant was found by EMS lying on the side of the road
after his car left the asphalt and hit a tree. At the hospital DPS
Trooper Hodges performed sobriety tests on Appellant, which he
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flunked. After Hodges told Appellant he was under arrest for
DWI, Appellant allowed his blood to be drawn by hospital personnel, which Hodges took to the DPS lab. Appellant pled nolo
contendere pursuant to aplea agreement after his motions to suppress were denied after a hearing. PDR was granted to determine whether the COA erred in holding that it need not address
whether a blood test taken at the request of law enforcement was
obtained in violation of Appellant's rights because the results of
the blood test were not admitted into evidence.

RICHARD JAMES WILLIAMS v. STATE, Nos. 1577-96 &
1578-96, March 18,1998, Appellant's PDRs from Hank County
Offense: Poss.1manjuana &failure to pay tax on
cont'd substance
Sentence: 7 years
COADisposition:~ffirmed(9281n52 -Houston [ 1 4 ~ )]
CCA Disposition: M i n e d
Opinion: Womack
Concumng opinion: Baird
Overstreet concurred wlo opinion

..

'

Offense: Voluntary manslaughter
Sentence: 18 years
COADisposition: Affirmed (93211304-Houston [14&])
CCA Disposition: Affirmed
Opinion: Womack
Dissenting opinion: Baird, joined by Overstreet
If the defendant provokes another to make an attack, so that
the defendant would have apretextfor killing the other under the
qnise of self-defense, the defendant forfeits the right to seIf.de..
fense

JAMES LANDRUM v. STATE, No. 102697, Appellant's
PDR from Dallas County
Offense: (not in opinion)
Sentence: (not in opinion)
COA Disposition: Affirmed
CCA Disposition: PDRrefused
Opinion dissenting to refusal of PDR: Meyers, joinedhy Price

In a motion to suppress his confession, Appellant wanted to
present polygraph evidence to support his claim that he was unOn November 5, 1993, a magistrate issued a searchkmest der the influence of drugs when the confession was given, but
warrant which directed it be executed within three days, exclu- the trial court held the evidence was per se inadmissible.
sive of the date of execution. Tex.Code Crim.Proc. art. 18.06(a) Appellant's PDR presented one issue: whether the COA erred in
$18.07. The warrant was executed onNovember 9,1993. After holding polygraph evidence is inadmissible per se. Judge Meyers
being indicted Appellant moved to suppress the evidence seized would grant this to determine whether the above rnleis still valid
during the search conducted by authoity of the warrant, arguing under recent opinions after the Frye general acceptance standard
the time for execution expired at midnight on the 8th of Novem- was jettisoned,not only by theCCA(Kelly,82411568 & H m a n ,
he?. Aftex the trial court denied his motions, Appellant pled nolo 946//60), but the federal courts regarding other types of evidence.
contendere and appealed the rulings. PDR was granted to re- Since promulgation of Tex.R.Crim.Evid. 702, no scientific evisolve a conflict between courts of appeals: may a search warrant dence has been singled out as per se inadmissible. The Fifth
directing its return "within three days, exclusive of the date of Circuit has recently held that polygraph evidence is not per se
execution" be executed on the fourth day after its issuance? Art inadmissible, but is admissible in accord with Fed.R.Crm.Evid.
18.06(a) requires the warrant to be executed within three days of 702 and the S.Ct.2 Dauben decision regarding adrnissibihty of
its issuance, but it shall be executed within a shorter period if the novel scientific evidence. Judge Meyers would grant to re-exmagistrate so directs in the warrant. Art. 18.07 provides that the amhe polygraph evidence under the Kelly test.
time allowed for execution of the warrant "shall be three whole
days, exclusive of the day of its issuance and of the day of its
CARY STALEY u. STATE, No. 1431-97, March 25,1998,
execution."
'The established rule in this state and in most of the other State's PDR from Jefferson County
states is that when time is to be computed fmm or after a certain
day or date, the designated day is to be excluded and the last day
Offense: posslcocaine
Sentence: 15 years + $6,000 fine
of the period is to he included unless a contrary intent is clearly
COA Disposition: Reversed (95211590 Beaumont)
manifested by the [document]." Article 18.07 follows the comCCA Disposition: Reversed &remanded
mon-law rule as to the exclusion of the designated day (day of
issuance), but abrogates the common law by also excluding the
Appellant's conviction was reversed after the COA found the
last day of the period (the day of execution). The difference b e
tween the commm-law rule and the statutory rule as to the day cocaine was illegally seized because police lacked the reasonof execution constitutes a special reason to s p ~ i f in
y the warrant able, articulable suspicion to support a temporary detenhon. In
whether that day is to be excluded &om the period. There is no so holding, the COA used the recently condemned "as consistent
special reason to mention the day of issuance in the warrant be- with innocentactivityas with criminal activity constrnct," which
cause the common-law rule and the statutory rule are the same the State complains about its PDR. Consequently, the PDR is
summarily granted, the COA's judgment is vacated, and the cause
for that day; it is to be excluded.
is remanded in hght of Woods, 9561133, which did away wlth the
above construct. &b
JERRY LEE SMlTFI v. STATE, No. 1556-96, Appellant's
PDR from Harris County

TCDLA Mmori~lites
C. A~fhonyFfilarx. Jv.
George F. Ltrqucttc
Don R Wilson. Jr.
F'tease consideramemorial gift to TCDLEIin the name of these or otherTCDLA members. Since TCDLEl is a 501 (c)(3) wganization,
your gift is taxdeductble. Send your donation to the TCDLA office, 600 W. 13th Street, Austin, TX 78701.
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Coming Up in '98
June

Rusty Duncan Course
and Annual Meeting

Sept.

CDLP Skills Course
New Rules of Evidence

...

Federal Law
Short Course
Austin

5an Antonio
Marriott River Walk

July

$

Dec.

TCDLA Specialty Course
Dallas

South Padre

Important Tax Notice
DuesfTiw Notice
Please note the following:
,

$36 of your annual dues ($19 if a Student Member) is for a one-year subscription to the
Voice for the Deftwe, and $39 of regular dues is for TCDLA legislative programs. Dues to
TCDLA are not deductible as a charitable contribution but may be deducted as an ordinary
and necessary business expense. Because of TCDLA'slegislative program, $39 of sustaining
and regular membership dues is not deductible as a business expense.
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( Publications

TCDIA Publications

TCDLA State Forms Diskette
C) IBM - WordPerfect 5.1, 3.5'
Q IBM - Word 97, 3.5"
Q Mac - WordPerfect 2.0, 3.5"

C) TCDLA

For Sale 1:
Price

TCDLAmembers
non -members

$25
$50

Winning Criminal Trials 1998

Q TCDLA Cross-kminablon Manual, March 1996

C) TCDLA RuQ

$100

Duncan Advanced Criminal Law Short Course, June 1997

$150

Q TCDLA Defending Child Abuse Cases Seminar Materials, March 1997

C) TCDLA The Changing Picture of Habeas Corpus Law and Procedures,
TCDLA Defending Child Abuse Forms
C) iBM - Word 97, 3.5"
C) Mac - WordPerfect 2.0, 3.5"

C) Voice for the Defense

-

1997 $40

TCDLA memben
non - members

I yr. non-member subscription

CDLP Publications
C)CDLP

$150
$50
$20

1998 CapM Murder Manual (by Steven Losch)
Of court appointed)
C)CDLP Capital Murder Course Materials (supply limited)
Q CDLP, 0 6 '97 Forensic5 and Habeas Skills Course

$75

CDLP Skills Course Books
C)College

April '97
Station
n Lonwiew: May '97

C)Ft. Worth, Sept..

$25

D Waco, July '97

$25

C)Houston, Aug. '97

$25

'97

Q San Antonio, Oct '97

$75
$75

$25

Please add an additional $7.50 ($9.00 for the Rusty Duncan Course Book) per order to defray shipp~ngcosts
411 materials will be mailed first class unless otherwise specified; overnight charges extra.
DAmerican Express

Name

C)Visa

m a s t e r Card

I
Address
Sub Total
- - --

City, State, Zip

,

Phone

Sales Tax (add 8.25%)

1

Shipping

Card #

Exp. Date

Name on Card
Authorized Signature

36 V O I C E

I

MAY98

Total
TCDLA & CDLP
600 West 13th S t
Ausbin, TX 7870 1

5 12/47&25 14

The Verdict Is In!
TCDLA Has a Successful Professional
liability Insurance Program for Its Pembers.
Through the joint efforts of TCDLA. AN, and

Policy Highlights

National Casualty Insurance Company

r Easy to read policy

(Rated A+15 by A.M. Best], TCDLA Members

r Unlimited prior acts coverage available

have access to outstanding coverage at
highly competitive rates.

Covers all legal and notary services

r Up to $5,000 may be paid annually with. no
deductible for defense of disciplinary

Today you can obtain numerous quotes for

proceedings

professional liability insurance. Make sure

V Innocent insured protection

one of these quotes is from your association

r Duty to defend policy

sponsored program.

r Annual Aggregate Deductible
r Insured's consent required to settle claims

TCDLA has recognized fluctuating trends in

30-day free "Extended Reporting Period" with

this area and is working hard to stabilize

options to 60 months

premiums for many years to come.
For information please reply to:

AAI
800 Interchange Blvd., Suite 101
Austin, Texas 78721
Phone: 512/389-0623
Fax: 512/385-9632

TCDLA Announces
New Member Benefit Program
TCDLA is pleased to announce a newmember benefit partnership with Martin Howe Associates, Inc. TCDLA has
chosen Martin Howe to provide members with a program for low cost credit card processing and quality service -the
TCDLA Bankcard Program. Through this value-added benefit, TCDLA members are eligible for wholesale Mastercard
and Visa processing rates and discount fees, making credit card acceptance an affordable option.
Accepting credit cards can have a big impact on your practice. Funds are deposited in the bank of your choice,
greatly improving your cash flow, and billing administration and collection hassles virtually disappear. Credit card
acceptance can make your practice more efficient and cut your overhead by reducing paperwork and unbillable
activities without sacrificing client service. Even your client base can increase as your services become affordable to a
whole new range of clients who otherwise could not afford the services without the credit card payment option.
In addition to the specially negotiated pricing, the TCDLA Bankcard Program offers 24-hour customer service, with
trained representatives available every day of the year. Equipment support is comprehensive, from employee training
to free next business day replacement of defective equipment. Money is deposited in your
MARTIN
local bank within two business days and supplies are free. TCDLA members can try the
program risk free with the 30 day money back guarantee and the free individualized savings
analysis. Martin Howe will calculate the effective rate you are currently paying and compare it
to the TCDLA program so you can see the savings before you go on-line.

mh
A S O C I A m INC
A

I

C

,

For more informat~onon the new TCDLA Bankcard Program and your free savings anaiysis,
contact Ann Rodgers at 800t456-0588 ext. H 6 or fax your lnqulry to 9721733-3350,

The Friends of Mala&hana

$6

D d d s Bar Association

Announce the 1" Annual

Texar Criminal Law
seminar in Hawaii

Sex Offender Treatment
is a Recognized Specialty in Texas!

alaekahana Bay. Oehu, Hawau

We provide:
Sex offender and psychological profile
determinatioas
*Expertwitness testimony

€@oy 4 days14 nights (or more) a t a beautiful rustlc
resort on the North Shore of Oahu. Learn some law
and hnvea great time. run h~the Sun in Hawaii!

*Addiction/dependencyassessments
*Assurancewith case, witness and cross
examination preparation
.Treatment recommendations to the cpurt

We travel anywhere and accept court assignments
as payment in full. References on iquest. Call us
if you think we might be able to help.

Navarre & Associates

512J836-4567

"D~plomateof the American Board of Forensic Examiners"

38
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COST FOR THIS SEMINAR IS ONLY
$1,60Oo0 AIRFARE LODGING - MEALS
AND AFTERNOON EXCURSIONS INCLUDED!

-

~fyou're interested in attendingor want more information,

contaet Dave7sBar Association flel. 5 12.445.7056)(Farc
5 12.443.629S). h a i lus at 'info@davesbar.org- or chedl
out our web page (%ttp://wrw.davesbar.org"). Space ai
ulis seminar is very flmlted, so act today.
(12 Hours CLE -Approval Pendmg)

cut
r-------------------------------------------I

Texas Criminol Defense Lawyers Arsociofion
Membership Application

I

I
I
I

(Pleas@pnnt
or type)

I
I

I

0 New Member Application

0 Renewal Application

State wherher new certeficate is desired. 0 Yes

0 No

I

M

s

. Mrs.-

Name
Ldw Firm
Mailing Address
ZipCity
State
Telephone L)
Fax No. (2
E-Mail address
County
Bar Card Number
Bar Card Date: Month
Year
Date of Birth:
Are you currently a member of NACDL? 0 Yes 0 NO

Pleose check correct category:
Regular member licensed to practice:
0 2 years or less, or new member of TCDLA - $ 7 5
Ommethan2years -$I50
0 Student - $20
0 Sustaining - $200
0 Voluntary sustaining - $300
0 Public Defender - $50
0 Affiliate - $50
0 Members in the firm of a sustaining or charter member - $50
Certified Criminal Law Speciahst
0Yes
0 No
Have you ever been disbarred or disciplined by any bar
association, or are yon (he subject of disciplinary action
0 No
now pending? 0 Yes

j

Signature of Applicant

Date

I hereby apply for membership in the Texas Crmnnal Defense
Lawyem Association and enclose $
as my annual membership dues for the y e a r , Of the dues amount, $36 ($19 if
a Student Member) is for an annual subscr~pt~on
to the Voice for
the Defense and, $39 of regular dues is for TCDLA lobbying.

Endorsement
I, a current member of TCDLA, believe this applicant to
be a person of professional competency, integrity, and
good moral character. The applicant is actively engaged in
the defense of criminal cases.
I

I

Date

Signature of Member

.

Print or type Member's Name
Mail to: Texas Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
Attn: Memhembip Department
600 West 13th Street
Austin, Texas 78701
(512) 478-2514 FAX: (512) 469-9107

j Amount Enclosed $
I

O Amex
0 Visa
Card Number:
Expiration Date:
Name on C a d
Authorized Signature:

0 Mastercard

0 Discover

The 1 1 th Annua

